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Abstract

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has recently emerged as a valuable technique in biomedical research and medical diagnostics. OCT based instruments allow acquisition of high-resolution information about the internal structure of translucent organs and tissues without damaging the object. However, unaccounted object movements reduce the quality of acquired data, particularly in functional imaging and in OCT modalities that rely on continuous monitoring. Therefore there is a need for methods that allow mitigating the negative effects of the object movements on the data quality.

In this thesis we present several methods and devices that allow improving the accuracy of collected data. First we introduce a novel frequency multiplexing method for OCT, which enables simultaneous measurements using several frequency-encoded channels. By doing so, several parameters are measured in the same time, reducing the time to acquire the data and making the technology less sensitive to object movements. We employed the method to extend the functionality of several OCT modalities. We have applied the multiplexer to enable simultaneous en face time domain OCT imaging at different depths. We have demonstrated a polarisation sensitive OCT set-up where different multiplexer channels are employed to perform polarisation sensitive measurements.

Furthermore, we have demonstrated how the multiplexer can be applied to extend the sensitivity range in swept source based OCT systems. The experiments presented in this thesis illustrate the flexibility of our new multiplexing method, which has proven useful not only for increasing the accuracy of collected data, but as well for increasing the efficiency in using the light from the object.

Alternatively, we have investigated tracking as a way to improve the quality of the OCT data acquired from the moving targets. We have demonstrated a closed-loop tracking based set-up that uses low coherence interferometry to continuously monitor the cardiac dynamics of a Drosophila melanogaster embryo.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Adaptive optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>Acousto-optic deflector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOM</td>
<td>Acousto-optic modulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>Amplified spontaneous emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWP</td>
<td>Half wave plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSLO</td>
<td>Line scanning laser ophthalmology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS</td>
<td>Micro-electro-mechanical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>National Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Optical coherence tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDI</td>
<td>Optical frequency domain imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPD</td>
<td>Optical path difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Polarisation sensitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>Physical sciences incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QWP</td>
<td>Quarter wave plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root mean square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Spectral domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLD</td>
<td>Super luminescent diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLO</td>
<td>Scanning laser ophthalmology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Swept source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Time domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Transistor-transistor logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCSEL</td>
<td>Vertical cavity surface emitting laser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Biomedical research and medical diagnostics require a set of essential tools to be used for optical sensing and imaging. Key benefits of light based object interrogation techniques include high resolution, high speed and ability to perform measurements in a non-invasive or minimally intrusive fashion [168]. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is based on coherence gating along the depth axis in the object investigated (measured or imaged). Even though OCT is a relatively new imaging technique [56], OCT based instruments are rapidly becoming an expected part of inventory in most well equipped hospitals and biomedical research facilities [150, 1].

OCT can offer high, up to 1-2 micrometer, resolution cross-sectional images from 1-3 millimetres deep biological tissues [117]. OCT based instruments typically have a small form factor and can provide images in a non-contact manner at high speeds. Due to their robustness and versatility, mainly fibre-based systems are currently used in OCT based instruments. All of the set-ups presented and discussed in this thesis
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will be fibre-based.

In biomedical imaging it is commonly desirable to image objects in vivo, without disrupting the experimental environment in which the object is being observed or without altering its natural behaviour. In medical imaging and diagnostics it is important to avoid causing unnecessary discomfort to the patient. Therefore majority of the current applications rely on OCT to produce an accurate cross-sectional or volumetric data of motile objects.

Both time domain and swept source based confocal OCT systems require scanning to form the two dimensional (2D) and volumetric (3D) images. Therefore, due to object movements, the acquired images might not accurately represent the investigated object. An ever-increasing imaging speed partially mitigates the effects of sample movement [71, 63], however the diminishing amount of collected light that was backscattered from the sample reduces the signal to noise ratio and therefore it can be a limiting factor.

This thesis will investigate two distinct approaches, which can be used to mitigate the effects of sample movements to the accuracy of collected data. In the first part of this thesis we will investigate multiplexing as a way to perform OCT imaging in parallel, using several simultaneous channels. We propose a multiplexing method, based on the use of Bragg cells, that allows parallel operation on several simultaneous imaging channels. The data from all channels is acquired at the same time and therefore it allows unambiguous relative localisation of collected data. Additionally, the image acquisition speed is increased by a factor, which is proportional to the total number of imaging channels. In the second part of this thesis we will investigate object tracking as a way to improve the reliability of collected coherence gated data.

The principles of OCT have already been comprehensively presented in numerous
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Broadband light source Detector Mirror Object Beam splitter Objective lens Object arm Reference arm Axial scanning Lateral scanning

Figure 1.1: Time domain OCT setup based on Michelson interferometer. Arrows indicate the direction of light passing through the optical system.

Therefore, this thesis will provide only a brief introduction to the basic concepts underpinning OCT.

1.1.1 Time domain optical coherence tomography

Operation of a time domain OCT is based on low coherence interferometry using a Michelson interferometer. In its most basic form, a time domain OCT set-up consists of a broadband light source, beam splitter, reference mirror, objective lens and a detector. Such set-up is depicted in Fig.(1.1)

The light emitted by a broadband source is divided into an object and a reference
arm. In the object arm, the light is focused on the object using an objective lens. The backscattered light is collected using the same lens and launched back towards the beam splitter. The light in the reference arm is back-reflected by a mirror and the beam splitter recombines it with the light backscattered from the object to interfere on the photodetector. The intensity of the light as a function of optical path difference, $I(\text{OPD})$, at the photodetector is defined by

$$I(\text{OPD}) = I_O + I_R + 2\sqrt{I_R I_S} \gamma(\text{OPD}) \Pi \cos\left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \text{OPD}\right),$$

(1.1)

where $I_O$ and $I_R$ are the intensities of the light returned from the object and from the reference, $\gamma(\text{OPD})$ is the cross-correlation function, $\Pi$ is a polarisation term, $\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \text{OPD}$ is the phase difference between the two beams. A cross-correlation function $\gamma(\text{OPD})$ depends on the coherence length of a source $l_c$ and to $\text{OPD}$.

$$\gamma(\text{OPD}) = \exp\left[-\ln(2)\left(\frac{2\text{OPD}}{l_c}\right)^2\right],$$

(1.2)

Axial resolution, $\delta z$, in low coherence interferometry depends on the coherence length of a source $l_c$. Therefore, here axial resolution is inverse proportional to the FWHM of the source optical bandwidth $\Delta \lambda$. For a Gaussian source, $\Delta \lambda$ and $\delta z$ are related by

$$\delta z = \frac{l_c}{2} = \frac{2ln2}{\pi} \cdot \frac{\lambda_0^2}{\Delta \lambda},$$

(1.3)

where $\lambda_0$ is the central optical wavelength. This is different from classic or confocal microscopy as here the axial resolution is decoupled from the numerical aperture of the objective lens or confocal pinhole size.

In time domain (TD) -OCT the image is formed by raster scanning the object. Lateral
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Scans are performed by scanning a focal point across an object. The scanning is usually accomplished by employing mirrors mounted either on galvoscanners or resonant scanners. For axial scans (A-scans) the reference mirror can be scanned to change the reference arm length.

1.1.2 Swept source based optical coherence tomography

Swept source based OCT uses a narrow band source, which is rapidly swept across the broad spectrum to perform the imaging. When an optical path difference (OPD) is introduced between the object and reference arms it creates modulation across the spectrum. The higher OPD values lead to the higher frequency modulation. In this way, when multiple reflectors are present in different depths, their position and reflectivity can be determined by measuring the frequency spectrum of the photo-detected signal.

Due to the Nyquist criterion, the highest frequency that can be detected by the photodetector determines the sensitivity range that can be achieved with a swept source based system. Therefore the largest OPD between the object and reference arm, $OPD_{\text{max}}$, can be found using a formula,

$$OPD_{\text{max}} = \frac{\lambda_0^2}{4\delta\lambda},$$

(1.4)

where $\delta\lambda$ is the wavelength sampling interval. However in practice $\delta\lambda$ is obtained as a compound effect of sampling and the line-width of the swept source.

Swept source based OCT systems (as well as spectrometer based OCT systems) are generally regarded as superior to the time domain systems, as the information along the axial range is captured simultaneously. Furthermore, swept source based and
1.2 Thesis statement and contributions

Fourier domain systems have been shown to produce higher quality images due to significantly better sensitivity [19].

This thesis contributes to the field of optical coherence tomography by introducing several novel instruments and methods that improve the accuracy of collected data.

Two main contributions can be singled out. First, this thesis proposes a new method for OCT data acquisition through several simultaneous independent imaging channels. Several possible instrument designs are suggested and three set-ups are implemented on the proof of concept level. Specifically, the set-ups for simultaneous en-face imaging at different depths, polarisation sensitive imaging and long range SS-OCT imaging are designed, implemented and tested.

The multiplexing method presented in the first method which allows several simultaneous degrees of freedom: (1) simultaneous polarisation sensitive measurements at different depths, (2) independent control of optical power in different channels, (3) free-space access to each beam in the reference arm, (4) stable high RF carrier for each channel.

Second major contribution of this thesis is a novel device for stabilised monitoring of live Drosophila larvae. A set-up based on a tracking method originally developed for retinal tracking by PSI Inc. is presented. This thesis introduce a novel a design for an instrument for continuous monitoring of moving objects, which includes off-the shelf electronic circuit for closed loop tracking. The design was implemented for continuous contactless monitoring of the heartbeat in a freely moving Drosophila larva. To the authors knowledge, no other method allows such long term contactless monitoring in
1.3 Thesis summary

Medical imaging provides a wide spectrum of key tools in biomedical research, medical diagnostics, tissue monitoring and disease prevention. One of the modern imaging techniques extensively used for medical and biomedical imaging is OCT. OCT is an interferometric technique, which employs near-infrared light. OCT can provide high-resolution images of tissue, up to few millimetres deep, without the need for a biopsy and without the use of radioactive tracers or ionising radiation. Furthermore, different OCT modalities can provide functional imaging, revealing not only the structural information of a tissue but as well other properties such as its birefringence or the velocity information, the properties that can provide information for example about the polarisation properties of tissues and flow speeds. The work presented in this thesis focuses on the development of methods that facilitate the collection of accurate OCT data.

The thesis contains two main parts. A novel Bragg cell based multiplexing method, which enables simultaneous imaging in several parallel OCT channels is presented in the first part of the thesis. The part I contains: (1) a review of the state of the art multiplexing technologies; (2) a chapter on design considerations of our proposed multiplexing method and three chapters on experiments that explore how the multiplexer can be used to provide accurate data though simultaneous acquisition of data in several channels in (3) time domain OCT, (4) time domain polarisation sensitive OCT, (5) the sensitivity range can be extended in swept source based systems.

The second part of the thesis explores the optical tracking as a different way to counter
the movements of an object and produce consistent data. In this part, we review of the state of the art tracking methods, and we present a closed loop tracker based system for coherence gated Doppler monitoring of the *Drosophila melanogaster* larva heart.

**Chapter 1** offers a general introduction to optical coherence tomography and coherence gated measurements as well as outlining the motivation of the thesis.

**Chapter 2** positions the thesis contribution to the current state of the art, by presenting a review of recent multiplexing methods and strategies used in OCT.

**Chapter 3** outlines the optical design considerations for building a Bragg cell based multiplexer. This chapter explains the reasoning behind the optical design solutions used in the experiments detailed in subsequent chapters. After exploring the theoretical limitations of the multiplexer, several solutions are presented how Bragg cell based multiplexer could be developed further to reduce its complexity, footprint and cost. Additionally, possible strategies for increasing the number of polarisation sensitive and polarisation insensitive channels are suggested. Finally, application-specific notes about tailoring the multiplexer design to achieve optimal performance are provided.

**Chapter 4** presents the first experiment where a novel low-coherence interferometer configuration equipped with acousto-optic deflectors is used to simultaneously acquire eight time domain OCT *en face* images. The capabilities of the configuration presented are evaluated in terms of depth resolution, signal to noise ratio and crosstalk. Then the configuration is employed to demonstrate simultaneous *en face* OCT imaging at five different depths in a specimen of *Armadillidium vulgare*.

**Chapter 5** presents a second experiment where a time-domain polarisation sensitive (PS) OCT configuration operating at 830 nm, is equipped with multichannel acousto-optic deflectors and single photodetectors. The system is used to simultaneously acquire interference information from multiple PS channels and measurement and imag-
ing of backscattered intensity to create both PS and polarisation insensitive images. This approach enables multiple channel imaging without the need to divide the object signal. Here, the system is employed in order to demonstrate PS imaging of a thermally damaged muscle tissue.

**Chapter 6** presents a third experiment where a novel swept source OCT configuration is equipped with acousto-optic deflectors that can be used to simultaneously acquire multiple B-scans originating from different depths. The sensitivity range of the configuration is evaluated while acquiring four simultaneous B-scans. Longer than 17 mm OPD axial range, with a sensitivity variation of less than 2 dB is demonstrated. Then the configuration is employed to provide long range B-scan imaging by combining two simultaneous B-scans from a mouse head sample.

**Chapter 7** presents a review of current object tracking and image stabilisation methods for improving the quality of OCT data.

**Chapter 8** presents a novel instrument for biosciences, useful for studies of moving embryos. A dual sequential imaging/measurement channel is assembled via a closed-loop tracked scanning systems. The dual channel system can be operated either as a Doppler signal monitoring or as a fast 3D OCT imaging system. The system is demonstrated for characterising the cardiac dynamics of the *Drosophila melanogaster* larva. Closed loop tracking enables long term *in vivo* monitoring of the larvae heart with no need to anaesthetise or physically restrain the larva. Such an instrument can be used to measure subtle variations in the cardiac behaviour otherwise obscured by the Doppler frequency disturbances due to the body movement of the larvae.
Part I

Multiplexing
Chapter 2

Multiplexing in OCT

2.1 Introduction

One of the ways to improve the speed or functionality of OCT is to parallelise the imaging by using several imaging channels at the same time. This approach has been investigated since the early days of the OCT [119, 118]. Two approaches can be distinguished for implementing multichannel imaging in OCT – multiple object beam imaging and single object beam imaging, as depicted in Fig.(2.1).

The first group of strategies employ multiple spot imaging. Here, multiple foci on the object are created and, in effect, several interferometers are combined, to speed up the imaging. This is achieved by employing several beams to scan different areas on the sample or to perform the imaging under different conditions, i.e. the beams can be focused at different depths or they can be used for imaging of the same spot from the different angles. The multiple beams are created in the sample arm, where they are adjusted to image either the same area of the target at various angles or multiple areas at the same angle. Multiple spot imaging based multiplexing techniques are commonly
Figure 2.1: Summary of the various multiplexing strategies employed in optical coherence tomography.

employed for (A) speeding up the acquisition of 3D volumes [121, 155, 166], (B) Doppler imaging [10, 60], (C) depth of field improvement for imaging of the whole eye [27, 30] and (D) de-speckling [55, 58].

The second group of strategies employs single object beam imaging. Here, a single beam is scanned over a target, or the multiple beams are created and combined in a way that all the beams are perfectly overlapped, so during the imaging, only a single focal spot is created on the sample. Multiplexed single object beam imaging systems can be employed for either for (A) polarisation sensitive imaging [4], (B) increasing the imaging speed and efficiency of TD-OCT systems [128], and (C) extending the sensitivity range in SS-OCT systems [13].

There is a strong similarity in the optical design of set-ups for time domain and swept source based OCT systems. Therefore this chapter will review the multiplexing strategies that can be applied to such systems.
2.2 Multiple object beam imaging based multiplexing strategies

One of the earliest implementations of multiplexing in OCT was the use of multiple interferometers combined together. In some of the most straightforward applications of this method, two interferometers, each with separate balanced photo-detectors, were combined to achieve fast dual spot swept source OCT \[121\]. This approach delivers increased image acquisition speed, at the expense of significantly increased cost and complexity of the imaging set-up. The maximum number of imaging channels in parallel interferometer based OCT imaging, is limited by the experimental cost of building complex interferometer arrays. Set-ups employing four parallel interferometers, such as the one depicted in Fig.(2.2a), were demonstrated to work equally well \[155\].

A similar idea of using two parallel interferometer configuration implemented using fibre arrays was used to perform bidirectional dual beam Doppler OCT \[10\]. Here a rotating Dove prism was used to illuminate the sample at two different angles allowing for measurement of the true flow velocity at arbitrary vessel orientations Fig.(2.2b). Balanced photo-detection was implemented for each channel separately, at 100 kHz sampling rate.

Other multiplexing strategies include separating two orthogonally polarised channels by their polarisation state - this approach is typically exploited in polarisation sensitive systems, in single spot imaging based multiplexing set-ups. However, polarisation multiplexing can be employed not only for PS-OCT, but in other imaging modalities as well. In a dual beam optical coherence angiography set-up (Fig.(2.3a)), polarisation multiplexing was employed to create two-dimensional choroidal vasculature maps \[60\]. In this configuration, a polarisation beam splitter is used to create two orthogonally polarised imaging beams with adjustable spatial (or angular) separation.
2.2. **Multiple object beam imaging based multiplexing strategies**

Separate balanced photo-detectors were used to detect the interference from each channel. The trade-off between the number of vessels that can be visualised and their contrast was studied.

A potential issue that can potentially deteriorate the image quality in the systems where different channels are encoded by their polarisation state, is the crosstalk between the channels. This can occur when imaging birefringent samples, that can change the polarisation state in different channels.

Multiple object beam imaging was shown to work well in applications, when each beam was optimised to do the imaging under different optical conditions. An early example of this approach employed two separate interferometers, operating with orthogonally oriented linear polarisation states. This was demonstrated for imaging,
optimised for different surfaces in the anterior segment of the eye [167] as well as for the whole eye imaging [27]. More recently, a set-up using coherence revival-based heterodyne swept source optical coherence tomography was demonstrated, employing an optical delay between two orthogonal polarisation states in the object arm light [30]. The separation of the interference signal resulting from the two orthogonal polarisation states in different RF bands of the photo-detected signal was implemented by using an optical delay. Just before entering the eye, the two signals were separated and then recombined with polarisation beam splitters. Optical elements are then placed between beamsplitters to ensure that one beam is optimised for anterior chamber imaging and the other channel provides high resolution retinal imaging (Fig. (2.3b)). The coherence revival technique [31] is used to extend the axial range of the overall system to cover the whole eye. The detection in this set-up is performed using a single balanced photo-detector.

A similar goal of covering a long axial range is achieved in a VCSEL based SS-OCT system [166]. The light from the 100 kHz source was divided into eight sub beams using a fibre coupler in the reference arm and then different delays were introduced into each beam. The resulting imaging channels are then detected within different frequency intervals in the RF spectrum. The performance of the set-up was demonstrated by imaging Drosophila larva in vivo. A sensitivity of 94.6 dB and a roll-off of < 2 dB over ~ 30 mm imaging axial range were measured for a single channel.

A different strategy is employed in an interlaced OCT (iOCT) set-up. This relies on splitting the continuous spectrum from the swept source into several frequency combs, propagating at different angles. In this way, several locations in the sample can be imaged simultaneously. The optical frequency combs are created with a virtually imaged phase array [139] and the number of resulting channels depends on the design parameters. It was reported that illumination with frequency combs does not deteriorate the
image quality in terms of resolution, as the same spectral range is still used, however it reduces the sensitivity range [9]. The image acquisition speed was shown to increase up to 12 times, depending on the number of imaging channels used [77].
2.3 Single object beam imaging based multiplexing strategies

A vast majority of single object beam imaging based OCT imaging techniques employ frequency shifts to differentiate between different channels. The design of early set-ups usually employed multiple stacked interferometers, with a frequency shift inducing element (vibrating mirror, acousto-optic device) in each of the reference arms [119, 120]. This approach later evolved into configurations where a reference arm in the interferometer is divided into several sub-arms, encoded at different frequencies. The benefit of dividing and recombining the reference arm light is that it is compatible with fibre based OCT systems and it only requires a single balanced photo-detector for simultaneous detection of several OCT imaging channels. This approach was successfully demonstrated to work with both time domain and swept source based systems. There are variety of multiplexing set-ups that are based on frequency encoding. One of the first configurations employed an integrated optical modulator, where two en face OCT images were generated simultaneously [120], as depicted in Fig.(2.4b). A similar set-up [28] was employed to perform frequency multiplexed OCT with two polarisation maintaining channels [4].

Another strategy for creating multiple OCT channels employs a frequency shifter and recirculation loops (Fig.(2.4a)). In this way, a new channel is created during each recirculation, when a portion of the light repeats the same loop. Imaging at five different depths in a Drosophila sample was demonstrated using recirculation loops [101]. Later, the same approach was also used to increase the imaging range for the swept source based OCT [13], where the frequency shift and optical delay from channel to channel were selected in such a way that the sensitivity increase of each subsequent channel compensated for the sensitivity drop in a previous channel. A similar
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A  Recirculation loop based OCT

B  Multiple frequency shifters based OCT

Figure 2.4: Two frequency shifting based OCT Strategies. Left: recirculation loop based OCT. Right: OCT with multiple frequency shifted reference arms. The systems are shown implemented in fibre, however they are compatible with free space configurations as well.

set-up employing active recirculation loops was designed for polarisation maintaining multiple-depth en face OCT [128].

Coherence domain multiplexing was employed for scattering angle diverse SS-OCT, the technique involves division of the object light via a glass ring centred on the object
beam axis to introduce an optical delay into the outer annulus of the object beam [153]. In this way, the light, scattered at different angles was detected on the different bands in the photo-detected spectrum.

Another multiplexing strategy is based on separating two orthogonally polarised channels by their polarisation state. This approach was successfully exploited with polarisation sensitive systems, where two channels are created in the reference arm [66]. However, polarisation multiplexed systems are commonly limited to two orthogonally polarised channels that require separate photo detectors.

2.4 Future outlook

Examples of multiplexing in optical coherence tomography have been demonstrated in a number of implementations and applications. There are still many technical challenges to be solved before efficient multiplexing methods could be applied in commercial OCT systems.

There are three main areas, where a multiplexer can enhance the OCT system: (A) the extended sensitivity range swept source based systems; (B) high speed imaging with parallel beams or simultaneous time domain imaging at different depths; and (C) functional imaging where each channel is used to perform the imaging under different conditions (i.e. polarisation measurement, de-speckling, Doppler imaging).

As the main application of optical coherence tomography is the imaging of biological specimens, the photo toxicity is an important issue. Therefore the desire for an efficient use of the object light favours multiplexing strategies, which only rely on the division of the light in the reference arm. In OCT, especially in biomedical imaging, the majority of optical power is commonly diverted to the reference arm. However,
commonly the power in the reference arm has to be attenuated to avoid saturation
of photodetectors or reduce noise. Hence creation of several parallel reference arms
may not require a proportional increase of total optical power. However more power
is required for multiplexed OCT systems. As a result, the multiplexing approaches can
greatly benefit from the development of high output power lasers [80] and advanced
low noise optical amplifiers.

Finally, the techniques that rely on multiplexing in frequency, or in the coherence space
can be severely restricted by the speed of data acquisition cards. This requires more
research on the optimisation of allocation of frequency bands and advanced design of
digitiser cards.
Chapter 3

Optical design considerations for a novel Bragg cell based frequency domain multiplexer for optical coherence tomography

3.1 Introduction

There is an interest in OCT of speeding up the acquisition to cope with the motion artefacts caused by sample movements or by the environment in biomedical settings [2, 42], particularly in retinal imaging [71]. In industrial applications, fast image acquisition is required for inspecting a large quantity of pieces in a short period of time as well as for imaging multiple areas of interest at the same time [157, 82]. In the previous chapter we have reviewed a variety of methods that were designed to speed up the acquisition of OCT data and in consequence provide data more tolerant to move-
ment, which accurately represent an object under investigation. The majority of these methods suffered from an inefficient use of the light, backscattered from the object. Single spot imaging methods required division of both the reference and object paths into several channels differentiated either by a frequency shift or by the polarisation state. Therefore, the irradiation of the sample had to be increased proportionally to compensate for the power division amongst parallel channels. Increase in power may cause photo toxicity in biomedical applications. Additionally there were several other recurring limitations such as inability to control the light levels, polarisation states in individual channels, or only few available imaging channels.

The configurations that employ versions of cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers in conjunction with frequency shifters to create multiple path length differences associated with unique frequencies [119, 59] present several disadvantages: (i) different states of polarisation cannot be associated with unique carrier frequencies; (ii) in integrated formats (such as in [59]), optical delays cannot be easily adjusted; (iii) after the wave passes through a train of cascaded interferometers, the intensity in channels corresponding to different carrier frequencies present unequal optical intensities. As each phase element introduces a separate frequency shift, the configuration is complex and not reconfigurable in terms of functionality.

Configurations of optical delay lines devised for telecommunications that employ acousto-optic deflectors to scan and de-scan the laser beam to achieve different delays [124] present several disadvantages when employed in OCT configurations: (i) employing a single frequency with spectral scanning in time to achieve different delays, the procedure is time consuming; (ii) different polarisation states cannot be associated with unique carrier frequencies.

In order to speed up the acquisition of images in time domain (TD)-OCT, a method and systems are presented in [113, 101], where an active recirculating loop is placed in
each interferometer arm together with a frequency shifter. The two frequency shifters
are driven at different frequencies so as to encode signals from successive depths in the
object on the frequency difference between the two frequencies. The depth positions
are separated by the differential optical path difference of the two recirculating loops.
To alleviate the attenuation at each round trip in the recirculator, optical amplification
is used. Despite the employment of amplifiers in the secondary loops to compensate
for losses at the expense of boosted noise. Only up to twenty recirculations could
be produced and good signal to noise ratio images from five depths only could be
obtained [101]. Two major causes for failure to achieve more channels are due to the
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) built up in the secondary loops and also owing
to polarisation mismatch.

Configurations presented in the patent by Podoleanu [113] presents the following
disadvantages: (1) From a round trip to the next, the interference signal decays by
more than 4 dB, leading to decay from channel to channel in depth to the same extent.
(2) Multiple states of polarisation could not be associated with multiple roundtrips
along the multiple paths. (3) The depth is encoded on the frequency shift imprinted by
the number of wave passages through frequency shifters. This limited the applicability
of the configuration. (4) The object in OCT imaging is a multiple reflector, and the
recirculating loop in the object arm creates multiple replicas. Out of the multiple
replicas sent to the multilayer object, only one of these replicas is practically used to
produce an image from a certain depth in the object. It appears to be inappropriate
to split the object arm and send multiple replicas to a target that will return multiple
replicas itself. (5) Optical amplification introduces ASE noise. Another problem is
that of decay of sensitivity with depth in spectral OCT. A multiple path configuration
with secondary loops in each interferometer arm [13] could reduce the decay with
depth. However, the method presents the disadvantage of ASE and cost, and while
the method can enlarge the axial range of spectral OCT by 20-100 times the axial range in a conventional OCT configuration. In practice, extension by a much smaller factor of 2-3 of the axial range only is sufficient.

The designs presented in the rest of this chapter therefore seek to overcome the above mentioned disadvantages, by providing novel enhanced configurations and methods of operation. The novel features incorporated herewith can lead to better uniformity between at least some of the channels corresponding to different depths, better control of polarisation for at least a limited number of channels and better efficiency in using the signal. The acousto-optic cell based designs ensures that from within at least some adjacent layers in depth, the strength of signal is similar and strong. In addition, some of the designs are reconfigurable, allowing different functionality to be achieved with minimum changes.

Simultaneous collection of images for multiple depth interrogation, multiple polarisation interrogation, structured illumination can be achieved with more compact, lower cost, lower noise designs. In the spectral interferometry configurations proposed, constant decay with depth or lower attenuation with depth is obtained by using a limited number of parallel channels which make such designs more compact and reduce the cost of a set-up. In a majority of designs presented here, the depth is encoded on the pulsation frequency of the interference photodetected signal. By providing extra means to encode the depth, where the frequency shifters are placed outside the optical rings, more compact rings and lower costs configurations are possible. In all the previous approaches mentioned above, frequency shifters are driven at fixed frequencies. This limited the functionality of the interferometers.

This chapter will present and explore a multiplexer configuration that employs acousto-optic crystals that are excited by multiple frequencies simultaneously to create and later recombine a fan of first-order diffracted beams. The frequencies of the signals
applied are can be selected independently, which allows reduced cross talk. The adjacent excitation frequency spacing in the radio frequency (RF) spectrum possibilities will be evaluated. This chapter will be limited to a theoretical discussion only of several possible multiplexer designs. The chapter will focus on explaining the considerations that led to the design of the experiments presented in following chapters.

### 3.2 Designing a multiplexer for a multichannel OCT system

#### 3.2.1 Frequency domain multiplexing based OCT

The basic design of a multiplexer proposed in this thesis includes two Bragg cells (or acousto-optic deflectors, AOD) enclosing two lenses positioned at a $4f$ arrangement (where $f$ is a focal length of a lens) and a multiple optical delay element positioned at the focal distance in between two lenses, at the Fourier transform plane. Both Bragg cells are driven by a single digital frequency synthesizer, capable of simultaneously create a number $n$ of frequencies $F_n$. A set of different frequency signals applied to the first Bragg cell generates multiple phase gratings, each of which diffracts an incident light and shifts the frequency of the first order diffracted beam by $f_n$. After exiting the first AOD1, the higher order of diffraction beams are spatially rejected using a conveniently placed pinhole. After passing the lenses and phase control element, a fan of first order diffracted beams converges on the AOD2 as depicted in Fig.(3.1). While propagating through the AOD2, each beam undergoes the same set of diffraction events as in the AOD1, as the same set of RF frequency values are used for the driving signal of the AOD2.
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Figure 3.1: Basic layout of OCT system employing a multiplexer as detailed by the expanded view above. M: reference mirror; OL: objective lens.

Beams that undergo two diffraction events, caused by signals of the same frequency, i.e. $f_1, f_1$ and $f_2, f_2$, spatially overlap. They emerge from the AOD2 along the same angle of propagation. In other words, the set of beams, each diffracted twice can be treated as a single beam and injected into a single mode fibre. The beams that are diffracted by non-matching frequency pairs i.e. $f_1$ and $f_2$, $f_3$ and $f_8$, etc., have different angles and can be filtered out spatially with a conveniently positioned pinhole.

A multiplexer included in the system, creates four degrees of freedom: (1) a carrier frequency can be independently selected for each channel allowing mirror term free spectral OCT imaging as well as elimination of low frequency noise. Spatially non overlapping beams are created in the multiplexer, enabling insertion of phase control elements which in turn allow independent control of both (2) OPD and (3) polarisation
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for each channel. Lastly, the intensity of each phase grating in the Bragg cell can be easily manipulated by adjusting the intensity of the RF signal, which in turn controls the amount of light being diffracted into each channel, thus enabling the structured interference techniques.

Different designs for the multiplexer can be used in conjunction with an OCT system to achieve a variety of imaging modalities (as shown in Fig. 3.2). In the subsequent sections we will explore avenues to optimise the multiplexer for different applications requiring various optical phase control elements (polarisation and OPD control). We will also study the compatibility of a multiplexer with a time domain and swept source based OCT systems. Additionally, we will consider the choice of carrier frequency values and the ability to control the amount of light in individual channels.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of a Bragg cell operating at three frequencies where the spectrum of the optical source is comprised of four distinct wavelengths, as illustrated by four different colors. $F_1, F_2$ and $F_3$ are the distinct frequencies used to drive different channels, $z$ is the gap from one channel to the next and $\Delta x$ is the channel-to-channel spatial separation in the Fourier plane after the first lens.

### 3.2.2 Angular overlap of adjacent channels

To enable the insertion of phase control elements into each beam of the multiplexer, we need to ensure that the beams after diffraction do not overlap spatially. This condition is automatically satisfied for different carriers if the spectrum of the optical source has an infinitesimally small optical bandwidth. For OCT imaging however, it is commonly desirable to employ broadband light sources or wideband tunable lasers, that enable high axial resolution. Due to Bragg’s law, different wavelengths are diffracted at different angles by the AODs, that leads to spatial extension of the beam footprint, as shown in Fig.(3.3).

The phase grating created by the acoustic wave in the acousto-optic crystal. According to Eq.(3.1), diffracts the incident beam in the first order diffraction at an angle:
θ_D = \frac{\lambda f}{v}, \quad (3.1)

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength, \( f \) is the frequency of the RF signal applied to the crystal and \( v \) is the speed of sound in the acousto-optic crystal. Suppose that the frequencies of the signals used for excitation are spaced evenly at a step of \( \Delta f \). If this is not large enough, beams diffracted by the two highest frequencies in the set, \( f_{\text{max}} - \Delta f \) and \( f_{\text{max}} \), will start overlapping. For simplicity, the beam diameter will be considered infinitesimally small. When the shortest wavelength of the higher frequency \( f_{\text{max}} \) beam reaches the same angle as the longest wavelength of the lower frequency \( f_{\text{max}} - \Delta f \) beam, then the two adjacent diffracted beams will start overlapping. This condition can be written as:

\[
\frac{f_{\text{max}}(\lambda_c - \Delta \lambda/2)}{v} \quad = \quad \frac{(f_{\text{max}} - \Delta f)(\lambda_c + \Delta \lambda/2)}{v}, \quad (3.2)
\]

where \( \lambda_c \) is the central wavelength and \( \Delta \lambda \) is an optical bandwidth of the optical source.

Eq.(3.2) can be used to determine the minimum RF step, \( \Delta f_{\text{min}} \), to secure non-overlapping beams even in the set of the two largest frequencies:

\[
\Delta f > f_{\text{max}} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{\lambda_c - \Delta \lambda/2}{\lambda_c + \Delta \lambda/2}\right), \quad (3.3)
\]

We have calculated the overlap condition, Eq.(3.3), versus \( \Delta \lambda \) for three most widespread wavelengths currently used for OCT imaging: 830 nm, 1050 nm and 1300 nm, and considering a typical modulator driving frequency \( f_{\text{max}} = 100 \) MHz. The results of such calculations are used to draw the graphs in Fig.(3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Angular overlap threshold for three cases of 830 nm, 1050 nm and 1300 nm for TeO₂ Bragg cell, limited by a driving signal of 100 MHz frequency.

As the optical bandwidth \( \Delta \lambda \) is determined by the source or axial resolution requirement, the step between adjacent frequencies \( \Delta f \) should be minimised in order to reduce the necessary photodetector bandwidth, proportional with the detection noise.

### 3.2.3 Spatial overlap of adjacent channels

Figure (3.5) illustrates a multiplexer using a thick multiple phase control elements, of thickness \( D \). From the initial beam of diameter \( p \), several beams are diffracted by the Bragg cell. Inter-channel crosstalk may occur when light from more than one channel leaks through any given element in the multiple phase control element. To prevent such situation, the full thickness \( D \) of a multiple phase control element and the convergence of the individual beams, each of diameter \( p \), must be considered.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of non-overlapping beams with thick delay elements. (a) non-optimised regular period frequency distribution and (b) optimised frequency distribution in the multiplexer.

Satisfying angular overlap condition ensures that the beams, created from the initial collimated beam launched into the multiplexer, do not overlap spatially in the Fourier transform plane, which is located at the focal distance from the first lens. By using simple trigonometry, and Eq.(3.1) we can find the diameter of a clear aperture $\Delta x$ needed for each beam, when lens with a focal length $f$ is used.

$$\Delta x(p) = f \left( \tan \left( \frac{\lambda_0 + \frac{\Delta \lambda}{2}}{\nu} \right) f_p - \tan \left( \frac{\lambda_0 - \frac{\Delta \lambda}{2}}{\nu} \right) f_p \right) + \frac{p \cdot D}{2f}, \quad (3.4)$$

where $p$ is the diameter of a collimated beam that was launched into the multiplexer and $D$ is the full optical thickness of a multiple phase control element centred around the Fourier transform plane of the first lens depicted in Fig.(3.5a).
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The waist of converging/diverging beam increases proportionally with the step facet distance from the Fourier plane. Therefore, for thicker delay elements, by increasing the step $\Delta f$ between the frequencies of adjacent channels, from the central beam to periphery, more clearance between one beam to the next is created. The footprint of the system can be further reduced by selecting non-uniform distribution of frequencies over the set of channels as illustrated in Fig. (3.5a). The maximum optical bandwidth accepted in both a and b cases remains the same.

3.2.4 Multiplexer optical power budget

There are three main sources of power loss in the multiplexer: (1) creation of spurious beams due to intermodulation [44], (2) diffraction efficiency of Bragg cells and (3) recombination losses. The diffraction efficiency $E$ of typical TeO$_2$ cells (Gooch and Housego 46080-1-.85-LTD) when operated under optimal conditions is $E \sim 60\%$. The amount of light in the first order of diffraction is maximised when the incident light is linearly polarised, with polarisation orientation perpendicular to the acoustic propagation axis. If random polarisation is used, the diffraction efficiency will be reduced by approximately 10% [135]. Additionally, the highest amount of light is diffracted into the first order beam, when the incident beam is launched through the crystal at the Bragg angle, however when more than one frequency is used to excite the acousto-optic crystal, different periodicity gratings require different angles. In the case when multiple frequencies are used, the angle is optimised for the mid-frequency and losses occur for the extreme frequencies.

The recombination losses occur due to the fact that only the beams diffracted by the conjugate frequency pairs are recombined, i.e. $(F1; F1$ and $F2; F2)$. For a system, operating with $n$ channels, total recombination efficiency can be roughly estimated
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Figure 3.6: Diagram illustrating the distribution of optical power in the multiplexer operated with two driving signals of different frequency. P denotes the incident optical power. F1 and F2 indicate the respective optical power of the diffracted beams in the channels 1 and 2.

using formula \((E/n)^2\), where \(E\) is diffraction efficiency and \(n\) is the numbers of simultaneously applied signals. An example of a system operating with \(n = 2\) channels and a diffraction efficiency \(E = 60\%\) is depicted in Fig.(3.6). Further studies are necessary to estimate the impact of spurious frequency generation as the losses due to spurious frequencies depend on the RF power used to drive the crystals and on the number of simultaneous channels.

3.2.5 Operation in reflection

Good light use efficiency is achieved by a multiplexer design, which includes a pair of Bragg cells and two lenses in a 4\(f\) configuration (Fig.(3.7a)). However, on the expense of higher optical power losses (as explained later in the section), the footprint and cost of the multiplexer can be reduced by using a single Bragg cell only, employed twice for both creating and recombining the beams, as shown in Fig.(3.7b) and Fig.(3.6d). In this way, the RF shift is still maintained for different channels.

For multiplexer designs where an optical phase control element is used to modify OPD only, a solution which employs only one Bragg cell is depicted in Fig.(3.7b). Here, the
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Figure 3.7: Proposed multiplexer set-up designs for interrogating: (A) OPD in transmission; (B) OPD in reflection; (C) polarisation in transmission (D) polarisation in reflection.

linear polarisation state of the beam is oriented by a linear polariser LP. The beam then passes polarisation beam splitter PBS and a fan of beams is diffracted as it passes through AOMD1. Each diffracted beam then passes through a different zone in the phase control element and via a quarter wave plate (QWP), rotated at 45 degrees, then each channel is reflected from a mirror back up to the AOMD1. Dual pass through the QWP, rotates the initial linear polarisation by 90 degrees, so the recombined beam can be efficiently reflected by PBS. The dual pass through the same Bragg cell imparts the same frequency shifts for different channels as in the transmission design (Fig.(3.7a)) so there is no difference in detection techniques required to de-multiplex and record the signal from different channel.

For the designs where the phase control element is used to control the polarisation state as well as the OPD, the QWP is eliminated and PBS is replaced by either a recirculator RC (as depicted in Fig.(3.7d)) or a polarisation insensitive beam splitter. For
these configurations, the efficiency is less than in Fig.(3.7a), Fig.(3.7b) or Fig.(3.7c).

### 3.2.6 Channel quantity limitation

The possible number of channels in the multiplexer is fundamentally limited by several factors. The larger the deviation of the angle of incidence from the Bragg angle, the lower the diffraction efficiency. The Bragg angle of incidence depends on the grating periodicity. When several RF signals are applied to the Bragg cell, the optimal angle of incident beam is different for each grating, so a compromise must be found where the Bragg angle is optimised for a central frequency and the light is diffracted less efficiently for the outer channels.

The number of channels could be increased by integrating a multiplexer into a recirculation loop, as suggested in [114].

### 3.3 Application-related notes and discussion

#### 3.3.1 Time domain en face multiple depth OCT

The multiplexer can be used for simultaneous imaging at different depths in a time domain OCT set-up. For this purpose a step-like phase control element is used to impart incrementally higher path lengths onto each subsequent channel. The main advantage of frequency multiplexed TD-OCT imaging is the possibility to perform simultaneous en face imaging at different depths of interest. Simultaneous imaging gives the confidence that even if the sample is subject to movement, the features from one frame to the next appear stationary due to the fact that all frames are simultaneously acquired. Independent control of light levels in different channels allows partial compensation of
sensitivity loss due to absorption in the sample and reduced light collection efficiency along the depth, thus potentially increasing the dynamic range of images.

3.3.2 Long range SS-OCT

The multiplexer can be used to perform different functionality for a long range swept source based OCT. Here optical path delays are introduced in several channels to capture different axial intervals in the sample using different channels. The images obtained from different channels can then be combined into a single image to compensate the drop in sensitivity also known as sensitivity “roll-off” \[113\]. Long range SS-OCT can be realised in two ways: (i) the carriers can be spaced at high RF intervals to ensure non-overlapping sensitivity ranges and then the images from different channels can be combined computationally to produce a long range image and (ii) setting the carrier frequencies and the differential delay in such a way that the sensitivity of the next channel would start increasing at the point where the previous channel begins to lose it \[13\]. In this way the addition of multiple channels takes place in the RF spectrum directly to produce the long sensitivity range B-Scan image.

Another significant benefit of using a multiplexer in conjunction with SS-OCT lies in the fact that high RF carriers are used for each imaging channel. The benefits are twofold. Firstly the multiplexer enables the elimination of the $1/f$ noise, secondly, high frequency carriers enable full range imaging by eliminating the mirror terms \[8\].

3.3.3 Polarisation sensitive imaging

Polarisation sensitive imaging is compatible with both time domain and swept source based OCT set-ups. The multiple phase element in Fig.(3.8) is a combination of OPD
Figure 3.8: Schematic layout of the multiplexer design that can be used to interrogate the polarisation properties of the sample at three different depths.

steps and polarisation rotation steps. Multiplexer is compatible to record polarisation sensitive information from multiple channels when the multiplexer is driven at more frequencies and glass delay elements are used in conjunction with the HWP/OPDC pair as depicted. A half wave plate (HWP) intercepts 3 beams, while the other 3 are intercepted by an dispersion compensator (DC). This is used to compensate for the accumulated effect of OPD induced by the HWP and caused by the different refractive indexes along the ordinary and extraordinary axes of the acousto-optic crystal.

Two glass plates of different thickness, \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) in the first set of 3 beams and two glass plates of similar thickness, \(d_1'\) and \(d_2'\) are placed in the second set. The experimental cost and complexity in multiple depth polarisation sensitive imaging set-up, is similar to the multiple depth imaging set-up. To implement multiple depth imaging in PS set-up, only pairs of the optical delay elements \((d_1; d_1')\) and \((d_2; d_2')\) should be inserted in the path of conjugate H and V channels as depicted in Fig.(3.8).

A multiple channel multiplexer-based polarisation sensitive system can be used either for Jones matrix measurements using two orthogonally polarised channels in the
reference arm or for polarisation sensitive imaging at different depths (optical phase control element configuration depicted in Fig.(3.8)).

The multiplexers destined for PS-OCT are also compatible with both time domain and swept source based imaging configurations, in the same spirit of the example above at Fig.(3.8).

### 3.3.4 Structured interference

Sequential collection of images is performed in structured illumination microscopy. This principle was applied to OCT [163], where 10 frames of spectral OCT images were collected, for 10 different phase values of the sinusoidal modulation pattern created in the image by rotating an optical chopper wheel in the reference arm. The disadvantage of such method is that sequential collection of images takes time, which renders it inappropriate for moving targets. It would save time if all images were collected simultaneously.

The multiplexer technology presented in this chapter can be used to perform light efficient structured interference imaging. In this case the optical phase control element is eliminated and the signals in different multiplexer channels can be modulated in order to obtain specific illumination patterns. For example four channels can be used to project four sets of sinusoidal patterns where each pattern is phase shifted by 90 degrees.

Structured illumination algorithms have a general requirement to have a stable sample during the acquisition of subsequent phase-shifted images. The multiplexer presents the advantage that several phase-shifted illumination patterns are acquired at the same time. This idea has been presented in a patent application [114], but not implemented in this thesis.
3.4 Conclusions

This chapter various designs of a multiplexer that can be used in conjunction with either time domain or swept source based OCT set-ups were presented. We demonstrated how the selected optical bandwidth and the thickness of individual sections in the multiple phase control element determine the selection of carrier RF set values for all the simultaneous imaging channels. As well the relationship between the RF channel spacing, the optical bandwidth of the source and the thickness of the delays which allows minimisation of the footprint of a multiplexer, while avoiding the light from adjacent channels going through the same areas in the multiple phase control element, was determined. The chapter discussed how the multiplexer can be further simplified by using the same acousto-optic crystal for the creation and recombination of the first-order diffracted beam fan, but at the expense of slightly increased optical losses (as explained earlier in this chapter).

In the following chapters we will investigate how the multiplexer can be integrated into time domain based set-ups to perform simultaneous en face imaging at different depths as well as in swept source OCT set-ups for long axial range. The possibility of polarisation sensitive measurements in both time domain and swept source configurations will also be discussed.
Chapter 4

Simultaneous multiple-depths *en face* optical coherence tomography using multiple signal excitation of acousto-optic deflectors

4.1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive, noncontact imaging modality that has the potential to produce high-resolution cross-sectional images of biological tissue [56, 150]. It has been reported that conventional Time Domain (TD)-OCT can provide high transversal resolution, real-time transverse (*en face*) constant depth images [116]. Although Spectral Domain (SD)-OCT is currently regarded as superior in terms of acquisition rate or signal to noise ratio, TD-OCT is better for providing real-time constant depth images [117]. To exploit this TD-OCT advantage to the higher
extent, techniques that allow simultaneous imaging at several depths have been proposed. In a first attempt, two en face images from a post mortem human eye were collected with a configuration that was based on two Michelson interferometers each equipped with a mirror vibrating at a different frequency [119]. However, even after some conceptual improvements [120] the number of imaging channels was limited by an increasingly larger dispersion in each additional channel. In a different approach, recirculating loops in both reference and sample arms of a low coherence interferometer were used [101]. More than 10 channels were obtained, however the sensitivity from one channel to the next decreased by more than 4 dB. In addition, it seemed inappropriate to create multiple delayed replicas of the signal from an object, that already contains multiple signals originating from different depths.

In this paper, a different approach is considered for the simultaneous imaging of a sample at multiple depths, that can ensure constant sensitivity amongst the channels. Multiple delays are created in the reference arm only, avoiding replication of the object beam. The optical configuration proposed is based on a combination of acousto-optic modulators with stepped optical delays. Such combinations of acousto-optic modulators with optical delays have been initially reportedly beed used in the practice of phased array antenna signals [125]. Acousto-optic modulators have also been reported in the practice of OCT [52] and low coherence interferometry [126], to create a stable, high frequency carrier for the interference signals. A combination of an acousto-optic modulator, operating as an Acousto-Optic Deflector (AOD), with a stepped mirror array was used to provide high speed stepped axial scanning [126]. A pair of AODs were also used in conjunction with optical delay lines, in a configuration originally developed for time-delay based photonic signal processing applications [124]. A similar principle has been used for space-division optical switching in telecommunications [53].
Novel functionality for pairs of AODs interleaved with optical delays is demonstrated here, by simultaneously driving the AODs with several radio frequency (RF) signals, of different frequency. The AODs and the optical delays are incorporated into a multiplexer block placed in the reference arm. The first AOD splits the incident beam into $N$ directions and a different optical delay is introduced into each split beam. Then all the beams are recombined using the second AOD. To compensate for dispersion [126], a similar pair of AODs is used in the object arm, where no delays are used between the AODs. Such a configuration allows interrogation of $N$ different OPD locations simultaneously. The configuration is equipped with a pair of transversal scanners, to achieve optical coherence tomography functionality. For each pixel in transversal section of an object investigated, pixel chosen by the pair of transversal scanners, interference signals are produced simultaneously from backscattered signals returned from $N$ depths in the object.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Set-up

The schematic drawing of a TD-OCT system capable of simultaneously acquiring several images from multiple depths is depicted in Fig.(4.1).

Light from a *Superlum SLD-371-HP-DIL-SM-PD* superluminescent diode emitting at 840 nm central wavelength with a 50 nm FWHM spectral bandwidth is amplified by an optical power booster *Superlum 850-50*. The resulting amplified optical power is 23 mW with a central wavelength of 850 nm and $\sim$15 nm FWHM spectral bandwidth. The light from the booster is then inserted into a 50/50 single mode directional coupler that divides light into an object and a reference arm. The polarisation of light is
controlled using *Newport F-POL-IL* polarization controllers, POLC. The light output of the first coupler is collimated with two microscope objectives MO1, MO2. All microscope objectives in Fig.(4.1) are 10x *OFR LLO-4-18-NIR*.

The light in the reference arm then passes through *Gooch and Housego 46080-1-.85-LTD* acousto-optic deflectors, AOD21 and AOD22. The deflectors are operated with a *Gooch and Housego* digital frequency synthesiser *MSD040-150-0.8ADS2-A5H-8X1*. The frequency synthesiser is controlled via a computer and can be tuned within 40 - 150 MHz range in 1 kHz increments. It can generate maximum $N = 8$ channels operating simultaneously with up to 200 mW of RF power delivered per channel. The light passing through the AOD21 can be diffracted into a number of beams, from 1 to
8. Two plano-convex BK7 singlet lenses L1 and L2 with focal length \( f = 1 \text{ m} \) are placed at the focal length distance from the deflectors. A multiple optical delay element is inserted between the lenses so that each diffracted beam passes through a different glass step as depicted in Fig.(4.2). At the insertion point, all the beams are parallel and each beam is slightly converging. The lens L2 converges the fan of diffracted beams on the AOD22, driven by the same set of \( N \) RF signals, of identical frequencies as applied to AOD21. Light levels on each diffracted beam can be digitally controlled in each of the 8 channels. After AOD22, all beams in the first diffracted order are collinear and therefore they can be easily injected into a second 50/50 single mode optical fiber coupler using the MO4.

To match components for dispersion, the same combination of deflectors and lenses is used in the object arm, however both AOD11 and AOD12 are driven at a single frequency of 60 MHz. Additionally, after AOD22 in the reference arm, a dispersion compensator rod, DCR, made of SF6 glass is used to compensate for dispersion that is introduced by the lenses and beamsplitter in the object arm.

After the AODs in both arms, the first-order diffracted beam is selected by using a pin-hole conveniently placed (not shown). In the object arm, light is directed by a mirror M to a thick 50/50 beamsplitter plate, BS, which reflects the object beam to a pair of galvanometer scanners, in an XY scanning head, XYSH. The X-scanner determines the line in the final image and is driven with a triangular signal at 500 Hz, generated by a generator TX. The frame is completed by scanning the line vertically using the Y-scanner driven by a sawtooth signal at 2 Hz, provided by a generator TY. The beam is focused on the object using an achromatic doublet lens, AL of \( f = 30 \text{ mm} \). The reflected light propagates back along the same path till the BS, wherefrom it is launched via MO3 into the other input of the second 50/50 single mode fibre coupler, where it interferes with the light from the reference arm. The interference signal is pho-
Figure 4.2: *Left*: schematic drawing depicting the structure of the multiple optical delay element and its positioning within the fan of diffracted beams, each considered collimated; *Right*: photos of a delay element with four odd *(A)* or four even *(B)* channels turned on simultaneously with the channel number *p* written below the corresponding light spot. The delay element is fogged with water vapours to enhance the visibility of the passing optical beams.

todetected with a 80 MHz *New Focus 1807* balanced photodetector receiver. The RF spectrum of the photodetected signal is analysed using an *HP 8590A* spectrum analyser. This is also used to sequentially produce an *en face* image for each depth. To this goal, the spectrum analyser is tuned on each carrier corresponding to each imaging channel, its span is set to zero and its detection bandwidth adjusted to the level of the image bandwidth, at 300 kHz. In this way, the spectrum analyser operates as a mixer followed by a low pass filter. The signal from the spectrum analyser is sent to a digitiser placed inside the PC, a card *NI PCI-5124*. This digitises the signal and in conjunction with the TTL signals from the signal generators, *T*<sub>X</sub>, *T*<sub>Y</sub>, driving the two
transversal scanners, synthesises an en face OCT image on the PC display. By tuning the HP spectrum analyser to each carrier, an en face OCT image is generated for each depth selected. The multiple carriers of different frequencies are produced simultaneously and are modulated in intensity with the interference signal corresponding to the depth selected by each individual delay step in the multiple optical delay element. The system presented is simultaneous in generation of multiple carriers for several optical delays, but due to the limitations in the display capability, only a single image can be displayed at any given time. Full functionality of simultaneous display of images can be accomplished with 8 similar spectrum analysers tuned each on a different frequency. Equivalently, 8 such RF filters can be assembled on a specialised digitiser.

All AODs used perform up-shifting the frequency of the incoming beam. The AODs in the object arm are driven at 60 MHz and the AODs in the reference arm are driven simultaneously at \( f_p = 64 \text{ MHz} + 5 \times (p-1) \text{ MHz} \), with \( p = 1 \) to 8. This gives: 64, 69, 74, 79, 84, 89, 94 and 99 MHz. Then, the frequency of the beating photodetected signal, \( v_p \), results as \( 2 \times (64, 69, 74, 79, 84, 89, 94, 99) - 2 \times 60 = 8, 18, 28, 38, 48, 58, 68, \) and 78 MHz.

### 4.2.2 Delay method

If a laser beam is launched into an acousto-optic crystal at the Bragg angle, most of the incident light will be diffracted into the first order of diffraction, \( m = 1 \). The Bragg angle for the specific acoustic and optical wavelengths can be calculated using eq.(4.1).

\[
\theta_{\text{Bragg}} = \frac{\lambda_0}{2\Lambda},
\]

(4.1)

where \( \theta_{\text{Bragg}} \) denotes the Bragg angle in air, \( \lambda_0 \) is the wavelength of light in free space and \( \Lambda \) is the acoustic wavelength in the crystal. The first order diffracted laser beam
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carrying most of the incident optical power will then exit the crystal at an angle that
depends on the acoustic frequency and can be calculated using eq.(4.2).

\[ \theta_d = 2\theta_{Bragg} = \frac{\lambda_0 f}{2\nu}, \]  

(4.2)

where \( \nu/f = \lambda \), \( \nu \) denotes the speed of sound in the crystal, \( f \) is the frequency of
the RF signal used to excite the piezoelectric transducer and \( \theta_d \) is the angle of the
diffracted light in air in respect to the incident beam.

Although equations(4.1) and (4.2) indicate that the direction of the diffracted beam
can be easily manipulated by controlling the operating frequency, \( f \), it is also obvious
that they add certain restrictions on the laser bandwidth that can be used when op-
erating the device on several frequencies simultaneously. Two important implications
for the function implemented here will be examined: variation of optimal angle of
incidence and diffraction angles for different operating frequencies and optical beam
spectral bandwidths.

First, we will simplify the case by making a few assumptions to reduce the analysis to
a case closer to that used in the experimental set-up. In this example we will operate
an acousto-optic deflector at the eight acoustic frequencies mentioned above, starting
from 64 MHz with a step of 5 MHz for each subsequent frequency. We will assume
that the AOD is made of tellurium dioxide that exhibits a sound speed \( \nu = 4260 \text{ m/s} \)
[44]. As an additional constraint, the deflected beams should be spatially separated
to avoid crosstalk between channels. This imposes restrictions in terms of the angle
of diffraction for the first order diffracted beams.

After diffraction of the incident beam into multiple diffracted beams, it is important to
secure non-overlapping diffracted optical beams, to allow insertion of different optical
elements in the paths of the multiple diffracted beams. By using eq.(4.2) and simple
trigonometry, a formula that allows evaluation of the lateral distance between beams from two adjacent channels, produced by RF signals of frequency $f_p + 1$ and $f_p$, where $p = 1$ to $p = 7$ was derived and presented in eq.(4.3).

$$\Delta x = l \left( \tan \left( \frac{\lambda_0 - \Delta\lambda}{v} \right) f_{p+1} - \tan \left( \frac{\lambda_0 + \Delta\lambda}{v} \right) f_p \right) - d, \quad (4.3)$$

Here $\Delta x$ denotes the lateral distance between the FWHM boundaries of the two adjacent beams, $d$ is the FWHM of the incident beam, $l$ is the distance from the AOD to the point of observation, $\lambda_0$ is the central wavelength of the source, $\Delta\lambda$ is the optical bandwidth of the source and $v$ is the speed of sound in the crystal.

For instance, using Eq.(4.3) for a typical 840 nm SLD and for two beams diffracted by signals of 94 MHz and 99 MHz, the two beams do not overlap as long as the optical bandwidth is less than 43 nm. It should be noticed that the bandwidth value for non-overlap depends on the central wavelength used and is larger for longer wavelengths. Special care should be taken when choosing the bandwidth of the light source. As the technique, requires having spatially non-overlapping beams, to maintain a reasonable footprint of a system, the diameter of the optical beam must be also considered.

Before applying all 8 signals simultaneously to the two AODs, the multiplexer is investigated for three cases, where in each case, two signals of different frequency are applied only. In the first case, the AODs are operated at 64 MHz and 69 MHz, $(p = 1)$ in the second case at 79 and 84 MHz $(p = 4)$ and in the third case at 94 MHz and 99 MHz $(p = 7)$. All three cases are modelled for a FWHM of the optical bandwidth of the injected optical signal of 0 nm, 20 nm, 30 nm and 40 nm. The graphs in Fig.(4.3) are obtained using Eq.(4.3) and demonstrate the effect of optical bandwidth on the allowed lateral distance, $\Delta x$, between adjacent beams.

Figure (4.3) demonstrates that there is a tradeoff between source bandwidth and the
Figure 4.3: Distance $\Delta x$ between the FWHM boundaries of two adjacent diffracted beams due to excitation of the AOD at the frequencies noted in the inset, (for different values of the index $p$ in Eq.(4.3) and $d = 0$) as a function of distance $l$ from the AOD. Central wavelength: 840 nm and four optical bandwidths, black bold: 0 nm, black fine: 20 nm, red: 30 nm, blue: 40 nm

footprint of the system. The larger the optical bandwidth, the wider the fan of diffraction, therefore, lower are the gaps $\Delta x$ between adjacent channels, which can be only compensated by a larger $l$.

Figure (4.3) shows that for all the examples chosen there is no overlap of the beams. However, these graphs are obtained for $d = 0$ therefore for a given $l$, $\Delta x$ from the graph in Fig.(4.3) should be interpreted as determining the maximum value $d$ allowed for the beam diameter. The top black bold line, in Fig.(4.3), for an optical source with an infinitesimally small bandwidth shows the distance between the beam centres of the two adjacent beams. In this case the beam retains the same diameter when diffracted
by Bragg gratings of different periods.

The delay element requires an adequate spacing between beam centres (larger than the beam diameter of the diffracted beams, which depends on both the incident beam diameter and the combined effect of diffraction with the bandwidth of the optical source). Additionally, the edges of the individual delay elements are not perfectly cut and therefore some extra clearance is required between the beam FWHM boundaries (of at least 0.1 mm). A trade-off obviously exists between the separation of the diffracted beams and the footprint of the overall system layout.

Figure (4.3) shows for example that at $l = 1$ m distance from the deflector, for an optical bandwidth of 30 nm, $\Delta x$ varies from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm depending on the set of frequencies used. This suggests that the incident beam diameter can be increased up to the same value, of 0.3 – 0.45 mm. For the same $l = 1$ m, the bold dark curve which represents the distance between the beam centres, gives 1 mm. These numerical values are compatible with delay elements of 1 mm width.

In order to be able to generate well separated en face OCT slices, the differential delay to be introduced should be equal or larger than the coherence length of the optical source used. Multiple optical delays can be implemented by stacking several glass plates in a stair like fashion as depicted in Fig.(4.2). In order to achieve small delays, thin borosilicate glass BK7 microscope coverslips of average thickness $\sim 170 \mu m$ are used. Counting on an refractive index $n = 1.51$, each such coverslip exhibits a differential optical delay of $\delta = 43 \mu m$. 
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4.3.1 RF spectrum of the photodetected signal

In the following, results are presented that have been obtained by driving the two AODs in the object arm at 60 MHz. The AOD21 and AOD22 in the reference arm were driven at 64 MHz \((p-1)5\) MHz, with \(p = 1\) to 8, the channel order. The interference information from different depths is carried by signal of frequencies equal to: \(\nu_p = 8\text{MHz}+(p-1)10\text{ MHz}\), as shown above.

To evaluate the performance of the configuration, a mirror was initially used as the object. Figure (4.4) presents the RF spectrum of the photodetected signal. The AOD21 and AOD22 are driven with all 8 RF signals simultaneously. The RF modulation power applied to each channel is then empirically adjusted so that the peak amplitude of the interference signal would be approximately the same for each individual imaging channel from optical path differences stepped by \((p-1)\delta\), with \(p = 1\) to 8, where \(\delta\) is the optical thickness of a single step in the multiple optical delay element. In
the left in Fig.(4.4 left), the RF signal analyser spectrum is shown when the optical path difference is adjusted to $3\delta$, in which case the carrier frequency is $\nu_p = 38\,\text{MHz}$. In addition to the main peak at 38 MHz, intermodulation products either side of it exist, however they do not deteriorate image quality. Apart from electrical crosstalk originating from the frequency synthesisers and elastic crosstalk occurring in the Bragg cell crystal lattice, there is also optical crosstalk. This is due to light from the adjacent channels that goes through the same optical delay segment. For a single channel, the sensitivity was evaluated using a mirror behind a round trip attenuator of 34 dB and a single RF signal applied to the multiplexer. 22 dB signal over the noise level was measured. With a bandwidth of 100 kHz in the low pass filter of the analyser, this corresponds to a sensitivity of 106 dB in 1 Hz band centered around the carrier frequency. By applying 8 signals to the AOD21 and AOD22, the sensitivity is expected to reduce, as the reference power in each channel decreases by $N^2 = 8^2 = 64$ times in comparison to the power when only a single RF signal was applied.

Then, spectra for each $p\delta$ were obtained, by adjusting the reference path length using a translation stage to move the launcher holding the fibre input after AOD22. In this way, individual spectra for all 8 channels were obtained and presented in Fig.(4.4 right). The compound spectrum in Fig.(4.4 right) is equivalent to that obtained from a volumetric sample consisting of 8 parallel layers interspaced by $\delta/2$ and each returns the same amount of light.

### 4.3.2 En face OCT imaging

Figure (4.5) shows the autocorrelation function of the system, measured using a mirror as object, by axially displacing the launcher holding the fibre input after AOD22. For a spectral FWHM of 15 nm, the autocorrelation function FWHM should have been
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Figure 4.5: Normalised autocorrelation function for the compound source used in the experiments. The dots show measured values and the solid line is obtained by spline fitting them.

40 μm, however 47 μm was obtained (the depth resolution is half of these values, as moving the input fibre to the balanced coupler modifies a single trip of the wave along the reference path). This shows that the system still retains some uncompensated dispersion.

The system with 5 channels simultaneously driven (at 64, 69, 74, 79, 84 MHz) was used to image a sample of Armadillidium vulgare, also known as a common pill woodlouse. The RF modulation intensity in each channel in the reference arm was adjusted so that OCT image intensities from all depths exhibited similar strength.

The images in Fig.(4.6) are presented on logarithmic scale. The imaged area (width * height) in Fig. 6(A) is 1.7 * 1.9(0.1) mm². Each original image consists in 500 * 500 pixels (500 pixels along 500 lines in the frame). Elimination of flyback at the line
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Figure 4.6: A) A montage of en face OCT images of Armadillidium vulgare dorsal side simultaneously acquired with five imaging channels operating at 69, 74, 79, 84 and 89 MHz. B) Superimposed maximum values of eight simultaneously generated en face images of a tilted 10 pence coin with all eight imaging channels operating simultaneously. $z$ values represent depths of the en face OCT images in relation to the depth of the first image, arbitrarily set at $z = 0$, and where the steps in depth are set by the multiple delay element, as measured in air.

edges reduced the images to 441 pixels laterally. For a line scan of 500 Hz triangular excitation made from two ramps, each of 1 ms, an exposure time for each pixel in transversal section of 2 $\mu$s results. This is the time interval for acquiring simultaneously all $N$ pixels in all $N$ en face OCT images for each position of the object beam, as controlled by the signals applied to the X, Y galvoscanners. The incident optical power on the sample was 3 mW.

Figure (4.6A) shows up to three adjacent body segments of Armadillidium vulgare and
its shell structure. To reduce the image noise, an averaging filter that replaces the signal for each pixel with the average signal of its 3x3 neighbours is applied.

Then, the system with all 8 channels driven at (64, 69, 74, 79, 84, 89, 94, 99 MHz) was used to image a tilted 10 pence coin. Figure (4.6B), of $2.3 \times 2.6(0.1) \text{mm}^2$ shows the compound image obtained by superposing all 8 images. Due to the tilt of the coin, the image in each channel collects signal from a different part of the coin. The strength of the signal in the 94 and 99 MHz channels (given by the two bottom stripes) are multiplied by a factor 1.4 and 1.7 respectively to compensate for the responsivity loss of the photodetector at higher frequency signals.

### 4.4 Discussion

The combinations of an AOD and of pairs of AODs with delays have been suggested before as discussed in the introduction. Two different solutions have been reported: (i) a configuration using a single AOD and employing the zero and 1st order of diffraction to produce a bulk interferometer [126] and (ii) a configuration with two AODs [126, 124]. Here the solution with two AODs, (ii), has been adapted, more amenable to be used in transmission, which was implemented by incorporating two such AODs in each interferometer arm of a hybrid interferometer. The second configuration, (ii), is also compatible with balance detection. Such a configuration also allows separation of the path where optical signal processing takes place from the object path, where the signal is weak. In Fig.(4.1), the losses due to the AODs in the object arm can in principle be compensated by increasing the optical power from the source and the weak signal from the object does not need to traverse the AOD, as required by configuration (i). Securing low losses in the object arm when imaging biological subjects, especially the eye, is crucial for good signal to noise ratio.
In contrast to [125], [126, 124, 53], where a single signal of a varying frequency was applied sequentially at any given time, here multiple RF signals are applied simultaneously to drive the pair of AODs placed in the reference arm. Applying a single driving signal to the AOD presents the advantage that all optical power is diffracted by a single diffraction grating. Applying several signals of different frequencies to the AOD leads to division of optical power into multiple gratings, with a grating created by each applied RF signal. Therefore, the sensitivity drops with the increase in the number of channels. However, in principle, the same sensitivity value can be targeted with this configuration for all channels, as a major improvement from [101]. The sensitivity was evaluated using a mirror behind a round trip attenuator of 34 dB and a single RF signal applied to the multiplexer, in which case 22 dB signal over the noise level was obtained, for the optimum RF excitation. With a bandwidth of 100 kHz in the low pass filter of the analyser, this corresponds to a sensitivity of 106 dB in 1 Hz band centered around the carrier frequency. By applying 8 signals to the AOD21 and AOD22, the sensitivity is expected to be reduced, as the reference power in each channel decreases by \(N^2 = 8^2 = 64\) times in comparison to the power when only a single RF signal was applied. Consequently, the interference strength on each channel is expected to decrease by \(N = 8\). Additionally, the simultaneous application of \(N\) signals, creates the acousto-optic Bragg cell intermodulation products. Minimising the optical power losses due to intermodulation products requires the reduction of the amplitudes of the signals driving the AODs. As a further complication, the AODs responded differently to different frequency of the driving signal. Therefore, taking these criteria into consideration, the optimum set of RF powers when exciting all 8 channels, was experimentally found at each RF frequency, as follows, at 64MHz: 0.089W, at 69MHz: 0.098W, at 74 MHz: 0.069W, at 79MHz: 0.053W, at 84MHz: 0.020W, at 89MHz: 0.018W, at 94 MHz: 0.052 and at 99 MHz: 0.14W.
Further improvement of this multiplexing technology will be only possible by refinement of the crystal technology, and electrode excitation to allow significant RF driving powers while still maintaining spurious-free dynamic range suitable for imaging.

The method presented exhibits similarities to the SD-OCT, where the depth is encoded on the frequency of the photodetected signal. The larger the optical path difference (OPD) in the interferometer, the larger the number of peaks and troughs in the channeled spectrum at the interferometer output. By performing an FFT of the read-out signal of the channeled spectrum, the frequency of the output signal is proportional to the OPD, i.e. the OPD is encoded on frequency. A main difference is that SD-OCT can easily achieve more than 250 pixels in depth (for instance, when using a linear camera spectrometer with 500 pixels covered by the channeled spectrum, 250 cycles modulation are resolvable and each cycle in the number of cycles in the channeled spectrum corresponds to a coherence length). Here, the number of pixels in depth is limited to 8 only. It is expected that further work on the multiplexing technology will allow the application of more RF signals to AODs, with less crosstalk amongst the adjacent channels and optimised efficiency in using the light, enabling the imaging with more than 8 channels. Even after aforementioned developments, the method presented here will exhibit the same disadvantage as SD-OCT in terms of acquiring all depth under the same focus. However, this method does not exhibit the other two disadvantages of the SD-OCT, namely the decay of sensitivity with depth and mirror terms. The sensitivity here was almost the same on each channel and is expected to be the same even for an increase in the number of channels to larger numbers than 8. This is because each channel still operates like a TD-OCT, whose sensitivity does not depend on the OPD.

Regarding the mirror terms, SD-OCT suffers from OPD sign ambiguity. Therefore, in SD-OCT, the top of the object needs to be placed slightly away from the position where
OPD = 0, otherwise, if OPD = 0 is placed inside the object, the same modulation is produced in the channeled spectrum for scattering points placed symmetrically around OPD = 0 and the part of the image corresponding to positive OPD is superposed to the part of the image corresponding to negative OPD.

The method presented here does not suffer from this phenomenon. The frequency of carriers is strictly dependent on the diffracted beam used on each delay step, hence, each depth in the object determines a unique frequency value.

This property, of unique allocation of frequency to an OPD value illustrates the potential of the method to be extended to SD-OCT, where it could ensure mirror terms free demodulation and an extension of the axial range [13]. This possibility is the subject of a future research, where a swept source would replace the broadband optical source used here. In such a case, the demand for a high number of channels is significantly reduced, as two or three carriers may suffice to cover the most objects that are currently being investigated in practice of OCT as they usually do not exceed the thickness of a few millimetres.

When compared with the current level of SD-OCT technology, this method is sufficiently competitive in terms of the time required to produce an en face image. The en face images presented here are made from 500 lines of 500 pixels, acquired in 0.5 s. Considering a commercial swept source at 100 kHz or a linear camera at 100 kHz, the collection of $500 \times 500$ A-scans would require 2.5 s, without considering the time for data calibration and computational slicing of the volume created.

This method is only outperformed in terms of the time required to produce an en face image by extremely fast spectral OCT systems operating over 1 MHz line rate [70], which can acquire the same volume as in the example above in 0.25 s. However, the method presented here exhibits the advantage that any movement of the object
while it is being imaged, distorts all the en face images originating from all the depths collected, at the same time. This is not the case for SD-OCT, based on collection of A-scans. Dealing with a similar distortion in all en face images may allow a simpler correction procedure for movement effects.

4.5 Conclusions

A system capable of performing en face OCT imaging at eight depths simultaneously has been presented. The system was used to generate five OCT images from an Armadillidium vulgare specimen and eight simultaneous images of a metal surface of a tilted 10 pence coin. RF encoding of optical path difference allows simultaneous imaging and decoding of interference signals from different depths by using a single photodetector receiver. The main advantage of such an approach is the possibility to secure similar sensitivity across all channels by adjusting the RF powers of the driving signals applied to the AODs. As an additional advantage, low differential dispersion between adjacent channels is achievable by fabricating the optical delays in the multiplexer using a similar material to that of the object investigated.

Because the division of power amongst channels is confined to the reference arm only, higher number of channels may be possible with future improvements in the power of white light spatially coherent sources. If such high power optical sources become available, then the increase in optical source power can be compensated by decreasing the efficiency of the 1st coupler towards the object arm, to maintain the same safety power level on the object, while transferring more proportion of the power towards the reference beam, subject of division to an increased number of channels.

A further more immediate improvement should be in displaying all $N$ images simulta-
neously. For the moment, all $N = 8$ channels are acquired in parallel, but a single RF filter was available, made from a spectrum analyser which needed to be sequentially tuned to each carrier to obtain the corresponding \textit{en face} OCT image. Procedures are currently devised to store a full frame of the RF compounded photodetected signal, which will allow digital filtering of all $N$ carriers in parallel and by doing so, enabling the technology to be used for imaging moving organs.
Chapter 5

Multiplexing based polarisation sensitive en face optical coherence tomography

5.1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [56] is a high-resolution non-invasive imaging technique that allows imaging of translucent structures [117]. Originally developed for applications in the field of ophthalmology, OCT has been extended to imaging a wide variety of other biological tissues. It has been observed that many tissues such as muscle, teeth, nerve, bone, and cartilage and various ocular tissues [36, 112] as well as composite structures in material science [145] exhibit birefringence. For such tissues polarisation sensitive (PS) OCT [51, 26, 29] can be used to obtain additional structural information. PS-OCT allows measuring the polarisation properties of the object being imaged as well as its reflectivity. Making the OCT sensitive to the po-
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Larisation properties of the object increases the contrast in the image as well as open avenues to perform quantitative measurements [36].

Applications of PS-OCT are diverse such as material strain field mapping [144], burn depth estimation [68] and retinal fibre layer assessment [43]. Most of the early work on PS-OCT was done by sequentially illuminating the sample with polarised light and then calculating its polarisation properties. The sequential approaches offered sufficient polarisation data [162] but the sequential nature of the measurements slowed down the acquisition process. Other approaches relied on using two separated optical imaging channels of vertically and horizontally polarised light and then detecting each channel with different detectors [29, 144]. This approach required two complete OCT imaging channels with separate optical splitters and electronics, including a photodetector unit. If balance detection was to be implemented, such schemes required 4 photodetectors. Moreover, the conventional approaches require the division of an already weak object signal, in order to record several channels at the same time.

Other solutions applied electro-optic modulators and achieved stable signal carrier creation and increased speed in the sequential measurement of the polarisation states [133]. Another paper considered a dual electro-optic modulator, and demonstrated Stokes vector measurements at up to 0.5 MHz, effectively decreasing the adverse impact of sample movement induced alignment errors in polarisation calculations [141].

Configurations employing acousto-optic deflectors (AOD)s were previously demonstrated as a tool for stable carrier creation in OCT [52] and low coherence interferometry [126]. Also, pairs of Bragg cells were combined with a multiple delay element for simultaneous depth time domain (TD) OCT imaging and for long range swept source imaging, presented in chapters 1 and 3. This chapter extends the applicability of multiple path OCT channels configurations based on AODs towards demonstrating polarisation sensitive functionality. This chapter presents a novel configuration, which
employs a multiplexer configuration based on two acousto-optic modulators (AOD)s that can allow a diversity of polarisation states being detected simultaneously. Such a multiplexer is used here to create two simultaneous imaging channels. Both imaging channels carry information about the amplitudes of interference that arise from vertically and horizontally oriented polarised light in two separate channels, V and H respectively. The same balanced photodetector unit is used for both V and H channels and the amplitude and the polarisation information is coded on the modulation of carriers of different frequency for the two polarisation channels. One of the main advantages of our set-up is that it allows multiple channel imaging without imposing any requirement for division of the light backscattered from the object to be shared by different OCT channels.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Experimental set-up

Figure (5.1) shows a sketch of the assembled instrument. A broadband SLD light source *(Superlum S840-B-I-20)* emits a beam with a centre wavelength $\lambda_0 = 830$ nm and a bandwidth $\Delta \lambda \approx 50$ nm. The light is further amplified by an Optical power booster *SOA-840-30* up to 25 mW, while the optical bandwidth is reduced to $\sim 15$ nm. The optical power is equally divided by an optical fibre beam splitter into object and reference arms. Both object and reference arms employ acousto-optic deflectors (AOD)s, that serve multiple purposes: (1) up-shift optical beam frequencies, (2) create multiple beams in the reference arm and (3) equalise the dispersion in both arms. After each AOD in the system, only the first-order diffracted beams are selected using pinholes (pinholes and blocked beams are not shown in the figure). Bare fibre polar-
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Figure 5.1: Schematic layout of the RF encoded polarisation OCT system. MO1, 2, 3, 4: microscope objectives; AOD11, 12, 21, 22: acousto-optic deflectors; POLC1, 2, 3, 4: polarisation controllers; LP: linear polarisers; OPDC: optical path difference compensator; HWP: half wave plate; QWP: quarter wave plate; XYSH: transversal scanning head equipped with mirrors to scan along X and Y; L1, L2: lenses; M: mirror; DFS: digital frequency synthesiser; DCR: dispersion compensator rod; LSS: linear scanning stage; T\textsubscript{X}, T\textsubscript{Y}: scanner controllers; AL: achromatic doublet lens; OL: objective lens; BS: beamsplitter; T: electrical signal splitter; A1, 2: signal amplifiers; Mx1, 2: frequency mixers; FG1, 2: frequency generators; BP\textsubscript{F1}, 2: bandpass filters; PC: personal computer equipped with a digitiser to produce the image on the PC display.

Polarisation controllers POLC1 and POLC2 are used to maximise the amount of vertically polarised light, which is launched into AOD11 and AOD21. Immediately after AOD11 and AOD21 the light in the object and reference arms passes through linear polarisers LP (Thorlabs LPNIR050–MP) to eliminate any residual horizontally polarised light.

Four AODs (Gooch and Housego 46080-1-.85-LTD) are used that are excited by signals delivered by digital frequency synthesisers (Gooch and Housego MSD040-150-0.8ADS2-A5H-8X1). In the object arm, AOD11 and AOD12 are operated at a fre-
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Frequency $f_R = 60$ MHz and so the light which propagates through AOD11 and AOD12 is upshifted by $60 + 60 = 120$ MHz. After AOD12, the vertically polarised light passes through a zero order quarter wave plate (QWP) rotated at 45 degrees to produce circularly polarised light. Returning light, backscattered from the sample, passes the same QWP once again and is injected into a single mode 50/50 fibre coupler.

In the reference arm, both AOD21 and AOD22 are simultaneously operated at $f_1 = 64.15$ MHz and $f_2 = 74.89$ MHz frequencies. This helps to create and later recombine two first-order diffracted beams that are respectively upshifted by $64.15 \times 2 = 128.3$ MHz (V imaging channel) and $74.89 \times 2 = 149.78$ MHz (H imaging channel). After being diffracted by AOD21, one of the diffracted beams (H channel) passes through a zero-order half wave plate (HWP) rotated at 45 degrees, which rotates the polarisation by 45 degrees, ensuring the horizontal polarisation of the beam. In the optical path of the second beam (V channel) a glass optical path difference compensator OPDC is inserted which has an optical thickness equivalent to the sum of the optical thickness of the HWP plus the optical path difference due to TeO$_2$ crystal birefringence in the AOD22. The OPD induced by the TeO$_2$ crystal is due to the different values of the refraction index along X and Y axis. At 830 nm, the birefringence is $\Delta n = n_e - n_o = 2.369 - 2.223 = 0.146$. Experimentally measured OPD in air of 3.66 mm is in agreement with the result calculated using the crystal length of $22.5 \pm 3$ mm, specified by manufacturer. The two deflected beams are recombined by AOD22 and then injected into the 50/50 single mode fibre coupler. At this point we have two orthogonally polarised beams travelling similar paths. The light from the fibre coupler is detected with a balanced detector New Focus 1807, bandwidth 80 MHz. The beating between the object and reference arm signals leads to two radio frequency encoded channels, operating at 8.3 and 29.78 MHz, frequencies present in the RF spectrum of the photodetected signal.
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Images are obtained by raster scanning the object using a pair of closely spaced galvanometer scanners XYSH, controlled by a ramp generator $T_X$ and a sawtooth generator $T_Y$. Axial scanning is obtained by moving the linear stage LSS equipped with actuator (*Newport LTA-HS*). The position of the LSS stage is digitally controlled via a *Newport universal motion controller ESP300* through a RS232 PC interface. The set-up can support two imaging modes: (1) 3D volume imaging where the LSS is moved in between the acquisition of subsequent *en face* images and (2) B-scan imaging where the slow scanner, $Y$ is kept stationary while continuously scanning the LSS in conjunction with fast $X$-scanning. In both cases the system is controlled using the *LabView®* interface on the personal computer PC.

The light in both object and reference arms is launched from fibers using lenses MO1 and MO2 (*New Focus 5724-B-H*), the FWHM of the transversal power distribution profile of collimated beams after the launchers is 0.8 mm. In the reference arm, the light is reinjected into fiber using the same *New Focus 5724-B-H* MO4 lens. In the object arm we have chosen to use a lens MO3 (*10x OFR LLO-4-18-NIR*) to increase the object light collection efficiency. The images are obtained using an aspheric $f = 25.6$ mm objective lens OL. The resulting NA of the interface optics towards the object is 0.02 that determines an Airy disk diameter of $\sim 25\mu m$ of the beam focused on the object.

Both arms of the second fibre coupler are equipped with polarisation controllers POLC3 and POLC4. These enable the control of the polarisation with the aim to ensure that the relative polarisation of the light from the object and reference arms before being injected into the 50/50 fibre coupler is the same as in free space. The condition of having the same relative polarisation is ensured by observing the interference peaks and adjusting fiber polarisation controllers POLC3 and POLC4 in such a way that when a silver mirror is used as an object, maximum interference is obtained in channel H,
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Figure 5.2: Typical photodetected RF spectrum when two signals are applied simultaneously to the AODs pair in the reference arm of the interferometer. Letters V and H denote two channels carrying the imaging information.

while minimum interference is obtained in channel V.

5.2.2 De-multiplexing of RF spectrum of the photodetected signal

The RF spectrum of the photodetected signal contains multiple carrier signals that are created by beating of the object and reference arm beams. This section presents how multiple carriers, carrying the interference information from different channels created by multiplexer, are extracted from the photodetected spectrum and then recorded for further digital processing to extract birefringence information.

Figure (5.2) illustrates a typical RF spectrum of the photodetected signal that was obtained by using a combination of an aluminium mirror and a sheet of birefringent plastic as an object and registering the spectrum by connecting the photodetector directly to the HP 8590A spectrum analyser. The photodetected signal contained peaks
from both V and H channels. The two AODs in the object arm were driven at \( f_R = 60 \) MHz, whilst the AOD21 and AOD22 in the reference arm were driven at \( f_1 = 64.15 \) MHz and \( f_2 = 74.89 \) MHz respectively. The interference information from the light with different polarisation states is carried by signals of frequencies of 8.3 MHz and 29.78 MHz.

When two sinusoidal signals of frequency \( f_2 \) and \( f_1 \) propagate through the acousto-optic crystal, several harmonics are generated, including harmonics pulsating at multiples of each frequency, as well as at the sums and differences of these harmonics, known as elastic two-tone third order intermodulation frequencies, for the full discussion please see ref. [44]. As a result, in addition to main peaks, third order intermodulation peaks arise and care has to be taken for such intermodulation products not to fall within the photodetected RF spectrum window.

The peaks R1 and R2 in Fig.(5.2) are due to the interference of the light in the reference arm and remains even if the light from the object arm is blocked. The reference arm crosstalk components can be found at \( R_1 = f_2 - f_1 \) and \( R_2 = 2(f_2 - f_1) \) Hz, and if necessary can be easily eliminated by background subtraction techniques. The peak I is one of the third order intermodulation peaks that occur due to crystal lattice interactions and it is always present at \( I_1 = 2f_R - (2f_1 - f_2) \) the other significant third order intermodulation product appears at \( I_2 = 2f_R - (2f_2 - f_1) \). Third order intermodulation products can be reduced by applying lower RF power to the acousto-optic crystal. The last significant peak C1 appears due to the light being diffracted first by the grating produced by signal at \( f_2 \) and then by signal at \( f_1 \) or vice versa. The light, producing peak C1 propagates at a different angle than a multiplexed beam, however some of it is still injected into the fibre. Peak C1 can be minimised and eventually eliminated by: (1) increasing the difference in frequency \( \Delta f \) between the frequencies of signals applied to adjacent channels and (2) reducing the numerical aperture of MO2 and
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MO4. However, additional peaks present in the spectrum do not deteriorate image quality, as they are outside the bandwidth of the RF de-multiplexer.

In this chapter, the system was used to create en face OCT images of up to 5 mm lateral size, determining approximately 200 pixels along the lateral coordinate. The bandwidth required when laterally scanning the beam at 500 Hz (1 ms for each ramp) over 200 pixels is approximately 400 kHz. The technology of AODs however allows larger carrier frequencies in order to accommodate larger bandwidths for faster en face scanning. In this case a resonant scanner at 8 kHz was used, scanning laterally at 16 kHz line rate \[52\], would determine a 16 times increase in the bandwidth necessary in comparison with what reported in this paper, i.e. 6.4 MHz. Such bandwidth can be accommodated by AODs operating at several hundreds of MHz and there are already commercial devices operating at over 300 MHz.

The carrier signals for channels V and H are extracted from the photodetected signal RF spectrum using the RF de-multiplexer. In the de-multiplexer, the signal is split equally into two channels using a signal splitter T (HP 15104A). The resulting signals are then amplified with low noise amplifiers (Mini Circuits ZFL-1000LN). The amplifiers act as electrical isolators that reduce crosstalk between the channels. The signals for both channels are downshifted using a combination of mixers Mx1 (Mini Circuits ZAD-8+), Mx2 (Mini Circuits ZAD-1-1) and signal generators FG1 (Stanford Research DS335) and FG2 (Stanford Research DS345) operating at frequencies equal to the signal carrier frequencies of both channels. The resulting signal from the mixer now contains both products of subtraction and summation of the photodetected and generated frequencies applied to the mixer inputs. The carrier signal, centred at 0 Hz is subsequently extracted and separated from the rest of the spectrum using a 300 kHz low pass filter (Stanford Research SR560). (The next setting of the low pass filter was 1 MHz, the increase in sharpness from the 300 kHz setting was insignificant in
comparison with the increase in noise, therefore some compromise of the transversal resolution was accepted). The two resulting channels are sent to a NI 6110 card via a NI SCB-68 interface, where they are digitised and registered in the PC.

5.2.3 Method of calculating the sample reflectivity and birefringence parameters

The polarisation states of the light traveling through the interferometer can be described by the Jones formalism [64, 65]. Here we present a simplified explanation of the model for the light propagation through reference and object arms. A more complete mathematical treatment of the polarisation states of the light passing through a similar system can be found in [134].

In both object and reference arms the beams after exiting the AOD11 and AOD21 are polarised vertically with linear polarisers. In the reference arm, the vertically polarised beam $E_V$ remains vertically polarised. After passing through the HWP with its fast axis rotated at $45^\circ$, the polarisation state of the beam $E_H$, is rotated by 90 degrees. Both beams are recombined into a single beam by AOD22, however the orthogonal polarisation states components are now modulated at different frequencies.

The Jones matrix of an object can be described as of a general retarder. In the object arm, at the point where the light is injected into MO3, its Jones vector can be described as a product of initial vertical polarisation state propagated in reflection through QWP, sample, as well considering the reflectance R of the observed point in the sample. It is broadly known that the interference resulting from the V and H channels in the reference arm and the object beam can be calculated using the formula (5.1),

$$I_k(z) = I_{r,k} + I_{o,k} + 2\sqrt{I_{r,k}I_{o,k}} \cdot |\gamma(z - z_0)| \cdot \cos(\Phi_k), \quad (5.1)$$
where $I_{r,k} \propto E_{r,k}^2$ and $I_{o,k} \propto E_{o,k}^2$ are the intensities of the object and reference beams respectively for $k = 1, 2$ for the V and H channel, $|\gamma(z-z_0)|$ is the modulus of the complex degree of coherence and $\Phi_k$ is the phase term of the interference signal. Eventually, using a Jones vector describing the object arm light at the injection point MO4, Eq.(5.1), and the known Jones vectors for both channels in the reference arm, the phase retardation $\phi(z)$ and reflectivity $R(z)$ parameters can be shown \cite{51, 106} to be obtained using the following equations:

$$\phi(z) = \arctan\left(\frac{I_V(z)}{I_H(z)}\right)^{1/2}, \quad (5.2)$$

$$R(z) \sim I_V(z) + I_H(z). \quad (5.3)$$

### 5.3 Results

Figure (5.3) shows the autocorrelation function of the system, measured using a phantom, consisting of a combination of a mirror and a thin birefringent plastic plate as an object (injection molded clear polystyrene Petri dish). For this measurement, the XYSH scanning mirrors were kept stationary and the plastic plate was moved laterally along X and Y directions until both interference peaks V and H reached the same amplitude. The autocorrelation function was measured by axially scanning the LSS on which the launcher holding the fibre input after AOD22 was mounted. For a spectral FWHM of 15 nm, the autocorrelation function FWHM should have been 40 $\mu$m, however a value of $\sim 50$ – 60 $\mu$m was obtained (the depth resolution is half of these values, as moving the input fibre to the balanced coupler modifies a single trip of the wave along the reference path). This shows that the system still retains some uncompensated dispersion. Additionally, it can be seen that the FWHM for the V-channel is higher by $\sim 5\mu$m. This indicates that although optical path was compensated using the
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Figure 5.3: Normalized autocorrelation function for the compound source used in the experiments. The blue crosses and green circles show measured values for Channels H and V respectively, the solid lines are obtained by spline fitting.

OPDC glass rod, due to mismatch of optical materials Abbe numbers, the differential dispersion between two channels still remained. The signal to noise ratio for polarisation insensitive imaging, when using a silver mirror in conjunction with a 30000 times attenuator as a sample, was measured to be 47 dB in 2 μs. The sensitivity of an instrument can be found by using the two values, 47 dB \times 30000 = 92 dB.

The increased FWHM of the autocorrelation function may be due to uncompensated dispersion between the object and the reference arm as only a glass rod DCR was used in the reference arm to partially compensate for the dispersion induced by beamsplitter BS, quarter wave plate QWP, two achromatic lenses AL and objective lens OL. The most straightforward way to improve the autocorrelation function would be to include matching optics in the reference arm, just after L2. We did not find it necessary to resort to a more increased complexity of the dispersion compensation system due to the narrow band of 15 nm of the compounded light source employed.
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Figure 5.4: *In vitro* images of intact (a, b) and thermally damaged (c, d) muscle tissue. Top images show reflectivity of the sample while bottom images show the phase retardation as a function of depth $\phi(z)$. The reflectivity images are presented in a logarithmic scale. A low pass Fourier filter was applied on birefringence images to enhance the visibility of the birefringence bands.

To demonstrate the performance of the set-up in biological tissue, *in vitro* imaging of two samples of a chicken breast muscle tissue was performed. A raw sample and another thermally damaged sample by a short contact with a hotplate were compared. Both samples were cut from adjacent areas of a same muscle. For the intact sample, 131 C-scans were recorded with an increment of 13 $\mu$m. For the thermally damaged sample imaging the scanning range of a fast scanner, $T_X$, was increased by 50% and 159 C-scans were recorded with an increment of 19 $\mu$m. Reconstructed pseudo B-scan images consist of 450x131 and 450x159 pixels respectively, where any single pixel was exposed for 2 $\mu$s with a radiant flux on the sample of about 3 mW. The whole 32 Mega voxel volume was acquired in 1 minute. The reflectivity and birefringence images that were calculated using Eq.(5.2) and Eq.(5.3) are presented in Fig.(5.4).

The images that show phase retardation were additionally Fourier-filtered to remove the high frequency components. A low pass filter was applied to remove features smaller than 3 pixels in the collected *en face* images and B-scans were constructed from filtered images. In this way, the resolution along the axial direction, which determines
the contrast of birefringence bands, was not affected. Filtering has reduced noise while conserving the birefringence information carried by lower spatial frequencies, in this way allowing easier visual interpretation and potentially simplified automated segmentation of the birefringence image.

The pseudo B-scans in Fig.(5.4) present the two pairs of polarisation insensitive and the birefringence images acquired from a sample of chicken muscle tissue. First, the images of intact tissue were acquired (Fig.(5.4a) and (5.4b), then the collagenous matrix of the tissue was altered by a short contact with a hotplate and the imaging was repeated. While the difference between the polarisation insensitive images (5.4a) and (5.4c) is not obvious, clear distinction of birefringence maps is visible in Fig.(5.4b) and (5.4d), where in Fig.(5.4d) the vanishing bands on the right indicate thermal damage.

5.4 Discussion

The method presented in this article demonstrates the versatility of frequency domain multiplexed TD-OCT, employing the pairs of Bragg cells to create multiple imaging channels. Two orthogonal polarisation states are processed to produce birefringence maps and polarisation insensitive images. The configuration presented has the potential to also achieve a multiple depth imaging capability (as in chapter 4). The method may be used to provide birefringence information from several depths simultaneously if the other channels available in the set of synthesisers are used. Although this looks possible, extra care and more research is required in reducing the cross talk between channels and increasing the sensitivity. This may be made possible if a larger power broadband source is used to allow for higher order splitting of power in the reference path. This information could be used to predict the birefringence maps over the whole volume of the sample, enabling fast screening of multiple areas and pinpointing
of problematic zones where further investigation is needed.

Due to birefringence of TeO$_2$ used for the acousto-optic crystals, with the current system design only two orthogonal polarisation states could propagate unaltered through the recombining AOD22 in the reference arm. Further work on the optical design of the system is needed to compensate for the birefringence of AOD22, so that any polarisation state could pass through it without being altered. In this way the multichannel capability could be used to the full extent to perform simultaneous measurements needed to calculate a Mueller matrix. This would help to interrogate the unpolarised light returned from samples with complex birefringent structures.

The frequency multiplexing method presented here enables the imaging of several channels simultaneously, without any added penalty of dividing the object signal. Our studies show that with more refinement, the multiplexer architecture can be implemented in reflection, reducing the cost and complexity of the system. The operation of a multiplexer in the reflection mode could be achieved by adapting one of the configurations used for optical delay lines [124] and using a recirculator instead of a polarisation beam splitter to achieve a polarisation sensitive operation. Reducing the number of Bragg cells required for the operation of a multiplexer would simplify the set-up while driving down its cost. A further study is needed to determine the feasibility of reflection approach.

The unique ability of the frequency multiplexing approach to provide multiple \textit{en face} polarisation sensitive images from different depths simultaneously creates further opportunities for novel clinical applications. If the material is known, then the periodicity of bands can be estimated. Therefore the required OPD between sparsely selected T-scan lines can be calculated. For instance, in Fig.(5.4), where 4 bands exist, a minimum number of 8 T-scans are needed selected at axial depths of periodicity bands$/2$. Acquisition of several independently sparsely spaced polarisation sensitive images can
allow quick segmentation of volumetric images of tissue into areas displaying expected birefringence patterns and areas displaying unconventional patterns, due to disease or external damage. If movement takes place, then all en face images are disturbed similarly. Therefore, this method presents the potential to provide volumetric images at high frame rates, with extra capability in defining three-dimensional boundaries of abnormal zones in tissue based on their polarisation properties.

Another avenue where the strength of acquiring the polarisation sensitive measurements from multiple axial points could be exploited is the retinal imaging. Due to the fact that the acquisition of multiple pixels happens at the same time, this frequency multiplexing approach ensures that all the axial points acquired in simultaneous multiple en face images are perfectly overlapped laterally even in the presence of movement. Consequently, it can be guaranteed that the two signals contributing to the two orthogonally polarised channels originate from the same OPD value, unaffected by the movement of the tissue.

The multiple simultaneous measurements can thus be useful to reduce the effect of micro saccades. Additionally, frequency multiplexing may be suitable for fast volumetric polarisation sensitive imaging with sparse sampling along the axial direction [160].

5.5 Conclusions

The method presented in this chapter is able to perform simultaneous collection of polarisation information using the same photodetector receiver. For the moment, acquisition and processing was performed by using a spectrum analyser tuned sequentially on the two carrier frequencies. The Gooch and Housego 46080-1-.85-LTD drivers can
synthesise up to eight frequencies. In this way, the method is potentially expandable
to simultaneously collecting several coefficients of Mueller matrices, or collecting two
polarisation channels from up to four different depths, without splitting the object
beam into 8.
Chapter 6

Frequency multiplexed long range swept source optical coherence tomography

6.1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) [56] is a non invasive imaging technique that has the potential to provide fast and high resolution depth-resolved information of the scattering properties of biological samples. To obtain an axial scan, time domain (TD)-OCT systems rely on the slow reference arm scanning [117]. Later developed spectral domain (SD)-OCT systems enabled fast acquisition [155] of axial scans within a range of several millimetres. One of the major limitation of the SD-OCT technology remains its depth dependent sensitivity drop, an effect commonly called as the sensitivity “roll-off”. In swept source (SS)-OCT systems, the sensitivity roll-off is due to the limited coherence length of the swept source used, while in spectrometer based (SB)-OCT
systems, the limited resolution of the spectrometer causes the roll-off [117].

Recent progress in the development of tunable lasers for SS-OCT have lead to swept sources with coherence length longer than 1 cm [156, 61]. However, when increasing the tuning speed, their coherence length diminishes [121]. There is an interest in imaging objects with an axial extension larger than 1 cm such as the human eye [156], or to perform topography of objects with variation in height larger than 1 cm. Therefore, there is a need for optical sources of longer coherence length, or equivalently, of methods that can compensate the sensitivity roll-off with depth.

In typical OCT biomedical applications, such as intravascular and gastrointestinal imaging, the light cannot penetrate biological tissue deeper than few millimetres [150] and the loss of backscattered light is a limiting factor, not the roll-off. However, in several biomedical applications such as balloon based endoscopic OCT [67] or gastrointestinal imaging [14], the distance to the sample can vary by few tenths of millimetres and the high imaging range is desired to obtain consistent quality scans.

Various approaches to increase the imaging range have already been reported. Several techniques have been developed to remove the mirror terms [115, 54, 79] and effectively double the imaging range by giving access to full axial range. A different approach, consisted in using a pair of recirculation loops in the object and reference arms [13] with a differential optical path difference comparable with the axial range given by the inverse of the line width of the swept source and using radio frequency shifts imprinted at each recirculation through the secondary loops, by frequency shifters.

This Chapter present a technique which allows substantial extension in the imaging range by: (i) elimination of mirror terms [8] and (ii) simultaneous acquisition of multiple axially shifted A-scans, by employing a frequency domain multiplexing method described in previous chapters. The multiple A-scans are encoded at different radiofre-
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6.2.1 Set-up

The schematic diagram of a long axial range SS-OCT system is depicted in Fig.(6.1).

The swept source (Superlum, Cork, Ireland, model Broad-sweeper 840) is a tunable semiconductor light source, operating at 100000 nm/s sweeping speed, with a 828.0 – 873.0 nm spectral range. This corresponds to scanning \( \delta \lambda = 45 \) nm in 0.45 ms at a rate \( 4 \gamma = 2.24 \) kHz, with an equivalent repetition rate of 2 kHz. The light is amplified by an Optical Power Booster (Superlum, Cork, Ireland, model 850–50) to achieve more than 23 mW in a single mode fibre. The light from the booster is then injected into a 50/50 single mode directional coupler that divides light into an object and a reference arm. The polarisation of light is controlled using Newport F-POL-IL polarisation controllers, POLC. The light output of the first coupler is collimated with two microscope objectives MO1 (New Focus 5724-B-H) and MO2 (10x OFR LLO-4-18-NIR).
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Figure 6.1: Schematic layout of the long range SS-OCT system. SS: swept source; MO1, 2, 3, 4: microscope objectives; AOD11, 12, 21, 22: acousto-optic deflectors; POLC: polarisation controllers; GS: galvanometer scanner equipped with a mirror to scan along X direction; Tx: scanner controller; L1, L2: lenses; M: mirror; DFS1,2: digital frequency synthesiser; DCR: dispersion compensator rod; AL: achromatic lens; OL: Objective lens; BS: beam-splitter; PC: personal computer equipped with a NI-5124 digitiser to decode each axial scan and produce the image on the PC display.

The light in the reference arm then traverses two acousto-optic deflectors, AOD21 and AOD22, from Gooch and Housego. The deflectors are operated with a Gooch and Housego digital frequency synthesiser MSD040-150-0.8ADS2-A5H-8X1. The frequency synthesiser is controlled via a computer and can be tuned within 40 – 150 MHz range in 1 kHz increments. It can generate a maximum of $P = 8$ channels operating simultaneously with up to 200 mW of RF power delivered per channel. The light passing through the AOD21 can be diffracted into a number of beams, from 1 to 8.

Lens L1 ($f = 500$ mm) is assembled from two closely spaced plano-convex BK7 singlet lenses, both with focal length 1 m, and placed at $2f$ distance from the deflectors. The multiple optical delays are inserted immediately after the L1 so that each diffracted
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Figure 6.2: Frequency division multiplexer, where each diffracted beam traverses a different delay step. The steps are made from glass plates of optical thickness $\delta$.

beam passes through a different glass block as depicted in Fig.(6.2).

The lens L1 converges the fan of diffracted beams on the AOD22, driven by the same set of $P$ RF signals, of identical frequencies as applied to AOD21. Light levels on each diffracted beam can be digitally controlled in each of the $P$ channels. A lens L2 ($f = 500$ mm) is placed immediately after the AOD22 to collimate the multiplexed beam. After passing the AOD22 and L2, all beams in the first diffracted order are collimated and collinear, therefore they can be easily injected into one of the inputs of a second 50/50 single mode optical fibre coupler, using the MO4.

The object arm is equipped with the same set of Bragg cells and lenses to compensate for dispersion, however a single RF signal of 60 MHz is applied on both AOD11 and AOD12.

In the object arm, light is directed by a mirror M to a thick 50/50 beam-splitter plate, BS, which reflects the object beam to a galvanometer X-scanner equipped with a mirror, GS. The X-scanner determines the line in the final image and is driven by a generator $T_x$ with a sawtooth signal, generated by a *Thurlby Thandar Instruments TG210* frequency generator. The TTL output from the frequency generator is connected to the
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PC via a NI-5124 digitiser. The beam is focused on the object using a pair of achromatic doublet lenses, AL of focal length 75 mm, and an objective lens OL of focal length 40 mm. The lenses are arranged in a 4f configuration, which re-images the pupil plane on the galvo-scanner mirror with magnification equal to 1. The reflected light from the object propagates back along the same path up to the BS, wherefrom it is launched via MO3 into the other input of the second 50/50 single mode fibre coupler, where it interferes with the light from the reference arm. M3 and M4 use aspheric lenses New Focus 5723-B-H. An asymmetric choice of microscope objective and lenses was made to (i) minimise the diameter of the beams travelling through the acousto-optic deflectors and (ii) increase the clearance between the beams in the reference arm at the point where the multiple delay element is inserted.

To compensate for the dispersion due to lenses AL and OL and the beam splitter BS, a Dispersion Compensation Rod DCR is inserted in the beam after the lens L2 in the reference arm. After the AODs in both arms, only the first-order diffracted beams are selected by using pinholes placed conveniently, to block all the other orders (not shown).

The interference signal is photo-detected with a New Focus 1807 balanced photodetector of 80 MHz electrical bandwidth. The RF spectrum of the photodetected signal is digitised and analysed using a National Instruments PCI-5124 card, which is installed in a PC.

6.2.2 Choice of excitation frequencies

All AODs are used to simultaneously create multiple signal carriers by upshifting the frequency of each deflected beam. Sufficient separation of diffracted beams by AOD21, comparable to the size of the beam diameters of a few mm requires a difference of
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frequency in the signals applied to the AOD larger than several MHz, chosen here as 9.376 MHz. This simplifies the construction of a delay element by relaxing the step edge quality requirements and making the delay elements compatible with a beam diameter of up to 2 mm. The AODs in the object arm are driven at 60 MHz and the AODs in the reference arm are driven simultaneously at \( f_p = 65.247 \, \text{MHz} + (p - 1) \times 9.376 \, \text{MHz} \), with \( p = 1 \) to \( P \). The drivers can drive up to \( P = 8 \) signals. In the experiments which follow, the maximum value for \( P \) was 4. The resulting carriers in the photo-detected signal therefore pulsate at \( 2f_p - 120 \, \text{MHz} \), i.e. at frequencies:

\[
C_p = C_0 + (p - 1) \times \Delta F,
\]

where \( C_0 = 130.494 - 120 = 10.494 \, \text{MHz} \) and \( \Delta F = 2 \times 9.376 = 18.752 \, \text{MHz} \) as depicted in Fig.(4.3).

6.2.3 Data processing

The data acquired by the photo-detector, is digitised by the NI PCI-5124 card, whose acquisition is triggered by the TTL sweeping signal provided by the SS and by TTL signal associated to the signal produced by the frequency generator used to drive the galvo-scanner. Thus a B-scan image is created.

First, the RF spectra representing single sweeps are extracted from the photo-detected signal using the TTL signal provided by the SS. The SS is driven in a saw-tooth fashion, therefore the signal due to the return of the frequency to the initial value (50 microseconds) is eliminated. Each packet extracted in this way is processed to produce an A-scan. The packets then are resampled to place the data in equal frequency slots. Then a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed on each sweep to produce a 1D array, containing the A-scan interference signal amplitude data for each of the carriers.
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Figure 6.3: Data processing algorithm.

$C_p$, as illustrated in Fig.(6.3). Using the data provided by the frequency generator TTL signal, multiple A-scans are assembled into a continuous A-scan. Then the A-scans are assembled into a 2D array to produce a B-scan OCT image.

The frequency $F_p$ of the photo-detected signal in each channel $p$, due to sweeping the optical frequency at a rate $\gamma$ [Hz], for a given value of the OPD in the interferometer is:

$$F_p = \frac{\Delta k}{2\pi} \times \gamma \times [OPD - (p - 1) \delta] + C_p = S \times [OPD - (p - 1) \delta] + C_p, \quad (6.2)$$
where $\Delta k$ is the tuning bandwidth in wave numbers, $C_p$ the carrier frequency imprinted by frequency shifting on each channel $p$ and $S$ is the conversion efficiency of the swept source interferometer, which converts OPD into RF frequency. Using the numerical values above, $S = 137$ kHz/mm. Using eq.(6.1) in eq.(6.2),

$$F_p = C_0 = S \times \text{OPD} + (p - 1)[\Delta F - S\delta]$$

(6.3)

Equation (6.3), shows that different channels $p$ determine different frequency for the photodetected signal depending on $p$.

### 6.2.4 Choice of differential delay $\delta$

As shown by Eq.(6.3), the same OPD determines different frequency components in the photo-detected signal. In a different configuration applying a similar concept [13], the dependence on $p$ was eliminated by making the last bracket in Eq.(6.3) zero. Here however, this cannot be achieved, given the need to separate the diffracted beams out of the AOD sufficiently laterally to allow introduction of different delay elements, as explained above, which justified the choice of a step increase from one carrier to the next of 9.376 MHz. With $S = 137$ kHz/mm and $\Delta F = 18.752$ MHz, these would determine a value $\delta_i$ too large for the differential step in OPD between channels of:

$$\delta_i = \frac{\Delta F}{S} = 20 \text{cm}$$

(6.4)

The value of $\delta_i$ is too large in comparison with the axial range of each channel $p$. Measurement of the axial range of each channel $p$, as shown below leads to a range of a few mm. The differential delay between channels, $\delta$, should be comparable with the maximum axial range achievable per channel in order to obtain, by combination of
channels, an overall constant sensitivity over an extended axial range. For instance, if a constant overall sensitivity is targeted, then sensitivity curves of spectrally adjacent channels should be shifted axially to each other until superposed over their FWHM points. This means a differential delay $\delta_C = \text{FWHM}$, where FWHM is the OPD value of the sensitivity curve versus depth where sensitivity drops to half. The measurements show that FWHM is approximately 2 mm. An alternative strategy would be to accept a non-constant sensitivity with depth, but over an extended range. This strategy is adapted here and the curves of sensitivity shifted laterally by twice more than the FWHM of each individual channel. Three slabs of glass giving a delay $\delta = 4.2$ mm were found which satisfy this requirement. With this value in Eq.(6.4), the last bracket cannot be made zero (as in [54]), as $\delta \ll \delta_i$. This means that each channel will occupy a restricted bandwidth in a spectral window around each carrier $C_p$, to a range determined by multiplying $S$ with the axial range per channel, $\Delta$. Using a value $\Delta = 2 - 4$ mm, this gives a bandwidth of plus minus $B \approx 0.5 - 1$ MHz (an exact calculation of bandwidth is presented in the next paragraph), much less than the frequency difference between adjacent carriers, $\Delta F = 18.7524$ MHz, as shown schematically in Fig.(6.4a). Fig.(6.4b) shows a simplified sketch of superposition of sensitivity profiles versus OPD, where $\delta \approx 2$ FWHM. This means that in order to obtain the final long range B-scan, each spectral window needs to be cropped from the photo-detected signal and shifted down in frequency by:

$$\delta F = (p - 1)[\Delta F - S\delta] \tag{6.5}$$

Using a differential delay of 4.2 mm, this gives

$$\delta F = (p - 1)(18.75 - 0.57) = (p - 1)18.18MHz \tag{6.6}$$
6.3 Results

6.3.1 Spectrum

Figure (6.5) shows the sensitivity curves for 4 delayed channels and the overall cumulated curve obtained by their summation. A multiple delay element consisting of
3 steps of $\delta = 4.2$ mm and a mirror as object are used in Fig.(6.1). The set carrier frequencies of the four channels for OPD = 0 is $f_1 = 10.494$ MHz, $f_2 = 19.87$ MHz, $f_3 = 29.246$ MHz and $f_4 = 38.622$ MHz. The multiple curves are raised by varying the reference arm length by moving the fibre launcher holding the MO4.

The data points for each sensitivity curve were measured using a HP 8590A spectrum analyser. The data collected were then fitted with a 4th order polynomial spline. A curve representing the long range A-Scan sensitivity was calculated as a sum of fitted curves for the single A-scan sensitivities.

Figure (6.5) shows that the sensitivity of each individual channel drops by more than 6 dB for an OPD = 2 mm away from the maximum, giving less than 4 mm usable range for a single channel. However, combining the data from all 4 carriers extends
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the axial range of near constant sensitivity to more than 16 mm imaging range.

The regime of operation utilised here is of $P = 4$ channels with independent demodulation. The axial range is multiplied by an approximate factor of $P = 4$. If a swept source with 4 times longer coherence length was used, the bandwidth of the photodetector unit would have needed to accommodate a bandwidth of $4B$, where $B$ can be evaluated by considering the maximum number of axial pixels within the axial range $\delta = 4.2$ mm. Using a bandwidth of 45 nm and a central wavelength of 850 nm, the number of pixels is $M = 594$. Using a scanning time of 0.5 ms, this gives a value $B = 1.19$ MHz. However, because here independent demodulation is implemented, the frequency of each carrier shifts from $C_p - B$ to $C_p + B$, i.e. a $2B$ bandwidth is needed on each channel. In total, the bandwidth is not $P$ times larger, but $2P$ larger, ie $2PB = 8B$ This is a disadvantage of this configuration when compared to the swept source configuration with a 4 times longer coherence length employed in a conventional single path configuration.

However, if a denser packing of carriers is employed, according to Fig.(6.4b) and satisfying Eq.(6.4) as in [13], then the bandwidth needed is only $PB$.

6.3.2 Imaging

To illustrate the capability of the system to produce a long range B-scan, *in vitro* imaging of a formalin fixed *C57BL/J* mouse tissue sample was performed. A mouse head (Fig.(6.6e)) was positioned in front of OL and rotated in a way that the image would span through the major part of the sensitivity range. For this demonstration, the AODs were operated using a set of two frequencies $C_1$ and $C_2$. Only two channels were used for imaging because the 8 mm sensitivity range (where variation of sensitivity due to roll-off is less than 6 dB) already exceeds the focal depth of the lens OL.
Figure 6.6: B-scan images of a tilted mouse head obtained with a long-range constant sensitivity SS-OCT system. a): Conventional B-scan carried by $C_1$; b): Conventional B-scan carried by $C_2$; c): A long range B-scan produced by the long range imaging software; d): Experimentally measured sensitivity curve in air representing the system sensitivity variation as a function of reference OPD. The curve is positioned so that OPD in the graph corresponds to the OPD in a, b and c; e) a photo of the sample. The distance $z$ in the object is OPD/2. Due to a long exposure time the scanning beam is visible as a white line across the eye and surrounding tissues.

Figure (6.6) shows two regular B-scans in Fig.(6.6a) and in Fig.(6.6b) that are obtained simultaneously. Each is delivered by a separate channel, CH1 and CH2 respectively, that are tuned on the carriers $C_1$ and $C_2$ respectively. The B-scans recorded from both channels are stitched by the imaging software to produce a long range B-scan, as presented in Fig.(6.6c).

Figures (6.6a) and (6.6b) illustrate an additional challenge raised by this configuration. The images present several white lines due to Bragg cell intermodulation prod-
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The lines are always present at the same spectral locations when the same set of RF frequencies is applied to the Bragg cells. They are present even without interference. Therefore, these lines are removed by acquiring reference images with no object present, which subsequently are used for background subtraction from the current images before stitching them to form the final image in Fig.(6.6c).

Possibly, the intensity of intermodulation peaks that are present in the RF spectrum may be significantly reduced by careful selection of acousto-optic materials and excitation RFs. The sensitivity versus OPD curve presented in Fig.(6.6d) is aligned to the images so that the graph represents the system sensitivity when acquiring the data from corresponding lines in the B-scan shown in Fig.(6.6c). The position of the scanning object beam, while acquiring the long range B-scan, is visible in Fig.(6.6e) as a line across the eye and surrounding tissues.

6.4 Discussion

The method implemented here is different from that reported in [13], where the differential delay between OCT channels was adjusted to match the value obtained from the difference of frequency between the channels divided by the conversion constant. $S$, between the OPD and the RF frequency generated when tuning the SS. Such a matching was not possible here as explained above. The method presented can be applied to up to $P = 8$ carriers, number limited here by the AOD drivers. However, in theory there should be a correlation between the compounded axial range achievable and the confocal axial range determined by the interface optics. This is why the images produced by two carriers only were compounded, as the confocal depth range limited by the interface optics was below 5 mm. Further research into long axial range OCT images should go hand in hand with methods to alleviate the limitation of sensitivity.
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due to the confocal gate. Such methods may involve for example digital focusing [86] or use of non-conventional objective lenses [159, 32, 87].

Frequency multiplexing could be combined with recently developed emerging swept source technologies such as micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMs) tunable vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL) [61] to offer an even further increased axial range. Such a long axial range may find applications in sensing, profiling or tracking of objects.

The method presented is especially suitable for the swept sources where increased tuning speed leads to diminished coherence length. In combining such sources with multiple path configurations, as described here, to increase the axial range of the OCT system beyond the limit set by the source coherence length, the bandwidth of the photodetection unit should also be taken into account. In this paper the principle of extending the axial range was demonstrated using a configuration with \( P = 4 \) delays in 4 independent channels and using a low rate tunable swept source, where the bandwidth due to tuning was small. If the line rate is increased to the frequency of fast commercially available swept sources of 200 kHz (100 times larger than the tuning rate used here), then a bandwidth \( B = 119 \) MHz would be needed. If non superposition of frequencies generated in the four channels is pursued, as illustrated in Fig.(6.4a) and employed here, this would require values for the frequency of the first 4 carriers of at least \( f_1 = B, f_2 = f_1 + 2B, f_3 = f_2 + 2B \) and \( f_4 = f_3 + 2B \), and so on, i.e. of at least 119, 337, 575 and 813 MHz respectively. The total photodetection bandwidth would be \( 2PB = 952 \) MHz. However, if the swept source is faster, then the adjustment used in [13] becomes achievable, in which case a more compact frequency space is achievable, as implemented in [13]. In this case, the bandwidth required is exactly that for 4 times more axial pixels, i.e. 476 MHz only.

Swept sources with tuning frequencies of over 1 MHz [155] have also been reported,
which would require acousto-optic modulators and photodetecting units operating at frequencies over several GHz.

In our experiment, the set-up presented was optimised to offer a long sensitivity range at the expense of some allowed variation in sensitivity within the measurement range. The ripples in the overall sensitivity curve are less than 2 dB. Reduced rippling can be obtained by choosing a differential delay element $\delta$ so that the imaging channels would come even closer together, in terms of OPD, providing a relatively flat top sensitivity curve when combined, as suggested by the profile in Fig.(6.4b).

### 6.5 Conclusions

A system capable of performing long range SS-OCT imaging by combining several mirror terms free B-scans acquired simultaneously at different depths is presented. The system uses AOM frequency shifters to implement a multiple delay element with P delays in the reference arm, each traversed by a deflected beam at a different angle and with a different frequency shift as imprinted by the AOMs. The part of the reference beam traversing a particular delay in the multiple delay element is coded in the RF frequency of the photo-detected signal. In this way, A-scans and B-scans corresponding to different axial ranges can be identified.

The system is demonstrated for $P = 4$ delays which covers more than 17 mm OPD axial range measured at 6 dB, with a variation of less than 2 dB inside this axial range. The capability of producing long-range B-scan images was proven by imaging a part of a mouse head extended over 1 cm. The method presented acts on the interferometer configuration and not on the source and therefore can be combined with any method acting on the swept source.
Part II

Tracking
Chapter 7

Review of methods for sample tracking and image stabilisation in optical coherence tomography

7.1 Introduction

Stabilised images are advantageous in optical coherence tomography (OCT) because they can be used to extend the capabilities of various OCT imaging modalities. Motion artefact free OCT images are crucial for accurate segmentation and automated measurement of various biological structures in the images. Tracked retinal imaging is particularly desirable in targeted stimulus delivery and accurate delivery of therapeutic laser pulses to the retina. Stable images also allow averaging to be used to increase the visibility of tissue interfaces and improve signal to noise ratio. Over the years, various tracking modalities have been developed to stabilise the sequences of SLO and OCT images using post-processing or, more recently, to observe the sample
movements in real time and to reduce or eliminate motion artefacts using closed-loop tracked OCT imaging systems.

Even in fast OCT systems, the image quality in the retinal imaging is degraded by effects of involuntary movements (e.g. eye drifts and micro saccades [96, 130]), which cause motion artefacts and poor inter-frame registration. Eye stabilisation using fixation targets stabilises the eye to some extent only, in addition, fixation performance progressively decrease with age [108]. Although the tracking functionality is mostly sought after to stabilise retinal images, similar techniques are applicable to OCT modalities that require hand held scanning to compensate for sample movement and hand tremors.

Eye motion stabilisation can be easily achieved invasively, using suction cups, or the movement can be quantified accurately [69] by using a scleral search coils integrated into the contact lens [127, 22]. However, such stabilisation methods are uncomfortable to patients and may impede the imaging. Other methods such as dual Purkinje [23], infrared oculography [74], electrooculography [7], and camera based pupil tracking [131] are specifically designed to monitor the position of the anterior segment, therefore they cannot deliver an accurate estimate of the retinal position.

Generally, the current tracking methods can be divided into three categories: (1) Computational methods that employ post-processing algorithms to examine a sequences of images from the same location and then correct the images to remove motion artefacts. The majority of the algorithms in this category are patch-based cross-correlation techniques. Other algorithms employ probabilistic approaches [99] and multiple feature tracking Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi algorithm [83]. (2) Methods that use a fast imaging modality witness channel to monitor the sample movements and then apply the information to remove the motion artefacts from a slower, primary imaging channel either by post processing or in real time. (3) Closed loop tracking methods that lock
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Figure 7.1: Most common motion artefact correction techniques are patch-based cross-correlation image registration algorithms. Such algorithms were shown to correct for both axial and lateral motion.

onto a small area of the sample using a witness modality such as a circular dithering beam reflectometer that monitors the lateral movement of a single reflective feature for movement correction, or a single high reflectivity peak in the A-scan to monitor the position of the maximum intensity point at constant distance for axial tracking. The methods in this category are usually the fastest and enable robust, hardware-based image stabilisation.
7.2 Computational post-processing video stabilisation methods

Probably the first use of cross-correlation to compensate motion during post-processing was demonstrated in TD-OCT, however only axial motion was tackled [147]. For lateral correction, motion was extracted using two dimensional correlation from series of en-face scans [142] and [143] by splitting the frames into several patches, and comparing the reference regions in each frame to other frames in the video and then correcting the regions in the reference frame by the average shift found from the similar regions in other frames, as depicted in Fig.(7.1). Such patch based cross-correlation image processing algorithms can be extended to reducing axial motion artefacts in TD-OCT of laterally stable samples [78]. The extended mathematical model describing cross-correlation based techniques is presented in [34]. Cross-correlation based techniques were applied to produce true 3D morphology of the retina [165]. As an improvement over traditional Fourier based cross-correlation techniques, map-seeking circuit algorithms [5] were explored as a way to improve the movement artefact correction in a sequence of SLO [152] and AOSLO images [94]and [97]. A majority of cross-correlation techniques require patches at least a couple lines thick to increase signal to noise ratio, however some work has been done to enhance saccadic motion correction by correcting on per-line basis [35].

Although patch-based cross-correlation techniques were originally intended to be used in post processing, with increasing computing power now available, some instruments, such as Heidelberg Spectralis [129] integrate the simplified algorithms to produce stabilised image at video rates, however some of the advanced motion correction techniques still rely on manual input. A demonstration where the cones were imaged over the period of time was presented in [72]. The experiment relied on a feature based
registration/de-warping algorithm scaling in the slow scan direction and shearing in the fast scan direction to ensure the match of manually selected features in the subsequent frames.

The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi [138] Scale-Invariant Feature Transform [92] (KLT-SIFT) algorithm [83] is used for automated selection and tracking of stable features in a AOSLO video sequence. This algorithm is more robust in correcting scale and rotation distortions than patch-based cross-correlation algorithms. This was demonstrated to increase the image quality in small retinal vessel AOSLO imaging [84].

A probabilistic approach was investigated for compensation of axial shifts in SD-OCT [99], where the motion estimation is performed by treating the motion function as the energy function in a energy minimisation problem using a conditional random field (CRF) notation. The approach was demonstrated to significantly reduce the motion artefacts while preserving the geometry of the tissue. The method can work on a per single image basis.

7.3 Dithering reflectometer based real time tracking

Dithering beam reflectometer based tracking set-up [50, 40, 107, 47, 39] has been demonstrated to stabilise various retinal imaging modalities such as AOSLO [49], AO-TD-OCT [16], FDOCT [98] as well as multimodal systems [41, 48]. A tracking bandwidth up to 1 kHz was achieved depending on the tracker tuning conditions and gain. The closed-loop tracking based system is depicted in Fig.(7.2) It compensates for the lateral displacements of the retina by feeding the error signals generated by reflectometer to a pair of tracking galvoscanners, positioned at the eye centre of rotation conjugate plane.
7.4 Post processing using a witness channel

One of the first methods that used an SLO witness channel \cite{123} was employed to correct for smooth movements and abrupt micro-saccades in simultaneously acquired SD-OCT images. An SLO image is captured immediately after OCT acquisition and treated as distortion-free reference. The method corrects for the tremor and drift by using elastic image registration \cite{109} and the dynamic time warping \cite{132} is employed to correct for micro saccades. Unfortunately this method could correct only for transverse motion only.

In \cite{17} a common path AO(SLO/OCT) system has been demonstrated, where the SLO and OCT systems share the vertical scanner, but have separate horizontal scanners, as depicted in Fig.(7.3). The shared vertical scanner operates as a fast (line) scanner for OCT and as a slow (frame) scanner for the SLO, as illustrated in Fig.(7.3 right). The retinal motion was estimated from a sequence of SLO images using methods described in \cite{152} and \cite{6}. The axial motion was estimated by translating adjacent B-scans to

Figure 7.2: (left) The schematic of a dithering circle reflectometer guided tracking set-up and (right) tracking algorithm. C is the plane at center of rotation of the eye. C’ indicate conjugate planes.
7.4. Post processing using a witness channel

Figure 7.3: (Left) Schematic of a tracked OCT set-up employing fast SLO witness channel, where the vertical scanner is shared by both channels. (Right) Schematic of the waveforms that are used to drive the galvo-mirrors.

maximise their cross-correlation [148]. A similar method with improved gaze tracking is presented in [164].

An AO(SLO/OCT) system with pixel to pixel correspondence was used to perform 3D imaging human photoreceptors where AOSLO acts as the witness channel [38] for calculating translational movements with the method described in [142].

Early systems that employed orthogonal fast scans [165] and [122] used to obtain information on the retinal structure in the raster scanned 3D-OCT data along the slow-axis by acquiring additional B-scans along the slow axis and then used this as the reference retinal profile to realign the volume. This method registers axial position and corrects axial shifts in post-processing, but does not correct for transverse motion.

Advanced methods [73] employ orthogonal scanning to correct the movements in XYZ using at least two datasets (Xfast and Yfast) that were acquired first by running the X-scanner as a fast scanner and then by running the Y-scanner as a fast scanner as depicted in Fig.(7.4). Multiple orthogonal OCT volumes are acquired in succession.
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Figure 7.4: Orthogonal scanning based motion artefact mitigation method where at least one image is taken for each of the scenarios: Xfast, Yslow and Yfast, Xslow. (Left) scanning strategy. (Right) The image correction algorithm.

and displacement maps are generated by performing optimisation on a global objective function, which seeks to find similarity between the two volumes while penalising the abrupt shifts. The volumes are then undistorted and merged to obtain motion corrected image.

To compensate for the axial eye movements on the handheld SLO-OCT system [76], an algorithm was devised that uses pairs of Xfast and Yfast 3D OCT volumes and segmentation of the internal limiting membrane of the retina. The lateral shifts in the OCT image were corrected using displacement maps created by applying cross-correlation based techniques on the simultaneously registered SLO image.
7.5. Real time correction with fast witness channel

A fast SLO system was demonstrated to trace the eye movements in real time [137]. The SLO image consisting of 512x512 pixels was performed at 30 fps. Each image in the sequence was divided into 32 strips and each strip was then realigned to the reference frame using the methods described in [100, 6, 161]. This resulted in a 960 Hz position reporting rate, with a latency of 2.5 ± 0.5 msec. Initially eye motion feedback was used only to stabilise the image on the screen and to enable targeted stimulus delivery.

Figure (7.5) illustrates the operation principle of a system, where an SLO tracker was used to stabilise SS-OCT [151], and phase-stabilised optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI) system [12]. The error signals generated by the fast SLO system were added to the Waveform signals used to drive galvanometric scanners in the OCT set-up. The resulting OCT images had reduced distortions form drifts and micro saccades.

A similar approach employed 60 Hz LSLO witness channel to track retinal image feature and used the feedback to track slower PS-SDOCT [146]. The lateral shift information was obtained by comparing each LSLO image to the reference image using...
7.6 *Speckle informed tracking*

Speckle de-correlation based motion detection techniques, have explored extensively in ultrasound [18] and [75] and were recently adopted in OCT [3] for estimation of the motion that occurs either from sample movement [90] or from the manual scanning of the probe[3, 88, 89].

Speckle de-correlation technique was demonstrated to permit real-time scanning motion correction in a freehand OCT probe as illustrated in Fig.(7.6). The system was demonstrated to reliably correct the displacements in X and Z planes with scanning speed limited by Nyquist sampling criterion, (to kHz A-scan imaging rate permitting the scanning at 420 mm/s) [88, 89]. The drawback of the aforementioned techniques
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is that because they are working on a per-axial scan basis, they are not capable to determine the scan direction.

A fast, circularly scanned OCT beam was shown to enable the extraction of the motion speed and direction [91]. This method is based on the principle that each subsequent circular scan has two intersection points with the previous scan and in this way, probe/sample displacement can be monitored as long as the displacement is significantly slower than the speed of circular scanning.

Another approach for manually scanned OCT is Doppler-based lateral motion tracking [154]. The method estimates the lateral motion by analysing the phase changes between sequential A-scans however it was used to track in one dimension only and could not provide the orientation information.

7.7 Axial, hardware-based tracking

The majority of current active axial tracking systems employ a single point A-scan to monitor the axial position of the eye as depicted in Fig.(7.7). First demonstrations of such systems employed a spectral OCT A-scan to monitor the corneal reflection to provide the feedback to the fast voice coil which controlled the length of the reference arm in en-face TD-OCT set-up with the loop speed of 200 Hz [110] and [25]. The performance of such systems was limited by the inertia of the translation stage that was used for depth tracking. An improved version of this approach employed a rapid scanning optical delay line [66], which is based on a galvanometric mirror and diffraction grating. This allowed the speed of the tracking loop to increase up to 1 kHz [111, 38]. However the axial movements of the cornea do not always correspond to the retinal movements. Although corneal position tracking can be used for mitigation
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Figure 7.7: (Left) Single A-scan based axial tracking approach. Axial displacement of the eye is measured by observing the corneal reflection in the A-scan, the displacement can be compensated by changing length of the reference arm in the main OCT imaging system. (Right) Tracking algorithm.

of certain movements such as head position shifts, it cannot reliably compensate for heartbeat induced low amplitude retinal movements.

Alternative approaches of axial tracking have been used to compensate for hand tremors and track surface topology when using a handheld manual-scanning OCT probe [57]. Active motion compensation has been performed by peak detection in the A-scan at 460 Hz RMS error of 2.93 $\mu$m. The error signals generated by peak detection were used to drive the motor controlling the axial position of the probe. The peak-detection based motion compensation algorithm results in distorted topology information. To compensate for this drawback, topology correction was performed in post-processing using a cross-correlation maximisation-based shift correction algorithm.

In addition to tracking position, methods are also needed to track the velocity of a sample. Tracking instantaneous velocity was demonstrated by a heterodyne Doppler interferometer method in catheter-based optical frequency domain imaging [46]. Mo-
tion of the sample was acquired by measuring the frequency shift of the backscattered light, caused by the Doppler effect.

7.8 Conclusion

In this review, the state of the art of sample tracking algorithms have been reviewed with a particular focus on their compatibility with the retinal tracking. As it was demonstrated there are many ways of distinguishing and grouping the methods for OCT/SLO image stabilisation. In this review we have followed the logic where the tracking methods were mentioned starting with the slowest tracking speed, such as post-processing based image stabilisation. the review continued with faster tracking methods such as to fast witness channel based and single feature monitoring.

The image post processing based methods were historically the first methods to provide stabilisation for image sequences. As easily available computing power increased, it became possible to adapt and employ post processing based methods on the images provided by the fast witness channel to achieve video rate active stabilisation for the primary imaging modality (usually OCT).

Currently the fastest methods for image stabilisation are the methods that observe a position single feature in real time, such as dithering circle reflectometer to track lateral movements developed by PSI and single A-scan based axial displacement tracker.
Chapter 8

Closed loop tracked Doppler optical coherence tomography based heart monitor for the *Drosophila melanogaster* larvae

8.1 Introduction

The *Drosophila melanogaster* can serve as a model for the cardiovascular systems of the vertebrates, including humans [20, 158]. However it remains poorly understood because of the lack of proper tools for assessing the cardiovascular system dynamics of small animal embryos [62]. Invasive methods such as multi-electrode array systems [104] and multiple sensor electrocardiography [140] are being replaced by non-invasive contactless optical monitoring methods, that allow accurate *in vivo* observations [105]. Two main types of time-resolved optical based measurements can
be distinguished: motion mode (M-mode) recording based methods and Doppler frequency shift based methods.

The M-mode monitoring methods were originally developed for use in conjunction with ultrasound instruments in echocardiography [37]. For *Drosophila* imaging such methods rely on data provided either by a high speed camera [102, 103] or by an OCT setup [149, 81, 45, 85], to measure cardiac functions. Such methods rely on recording series of two-dimensional images and subsequently mapping and measuring the heart diameter over time to calculate various parameters such as heart rate, heart period, diastolic and systolic intervals, and end-diastolic and end-systolic areas [45]. M-mode recording based methods reflect volumetric blood flow.

Doppler sensing methods provide further information about blood velocity by measuring the motion induced frequency shift. Swept source Doppler SS-OCT imaging setup [21] can provide cross-section images at the video rates. However the time domain OCT can provide higher frequency sampling rates [95] that are beneficial for either instantaneous audio feedback [93] or for the signal visualisation in the Fourier space. By observing only a single volumetric pixel in the heart, TD-OCT based Doppler monitoring setups provide a continuous heartbeat data, however in practice this is possible only for short periods of time due to larva crawling away from the probe beam. So far, only two solutions have been implemented to prevent larva from moving and allow such measurements to be performed *in vivo*: anaesthetising the larva or restricting its movements by applying glue or physical restraints to it.

However, several studies have emphasised that that stress caused by various factors can alter the cardiovascular dynamics of larvae [136]. It was demonstrated that the use of the anaesthetising chemical agents such as CO$_2$ gas or *Flynap* anaesthetic mixture, affects the heart function of the *Drosophila* and cause an irregular heartbeat [149]. On the other hand, the physical restraining methods such as gluing or other-
wise physically restricting the larvae movements may as well induce stress and alter the dynamics of the cardiovascular system, as opposed to stress free environment. Therefore there is an interest in devising methods that allow monitoring of the unrestrained and non-anaesthetized larvae, to ensure collection of data with enhanced accuracy in terms of the heart mechanism.

In this paper we investigate a system where a closed-loop tracking [40] is applied for Doppler based OCT sensing. Such a setup enables long term in vivo monitoring of a single point in the heart of a Drosophila larva. With no need of anaesthesia or physical restraint, the proposed method reduces the stress caused to the animal and allows recording of Doppler data less affected by movement.

8.2 Experimental setup

The schematic diagram of the OCT based tracked Doppler monitoring system is depicted in Fig.(8.1).

For the Doppler sensing we have used a compound source BBS composed of an SLD (Superlum SLD-531) and a semiconductor optical gain and amplifier module (Superlum SOA-522). The compound source has the total power of 26 mW and an optical bandwidth of 35 nm with a central wavelength of 1050 nm.

The light from the source is injected into a fiber coupler array (AFW, FOBCM-2-1064-50-20-B-SSSS-2) as depicted in Fig.(8.1). 20% of the total optical power is sent to the object arm and 80% of the power is diverted to the reference arm. In the reference arm, the light is collimated and launched into free space using a launcher L (New focus, 5726-B-H, 10x) and injected back into the fibre array to interfere with the object light. The length of the object arm is adjusted to match the round trip in the object arm, of
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Figure 8.1: Schematic layout of tracked Doppler OCT monitor. BBS: Broadband light source; SS: swept source; \( S_X, S_Y \): galvanometer scanners equipped with mirrors to steer the Doppler beam along X and Y direction; \( T_X, T_Y \): galvanometer scanners equipped with mirrors to track the object along X and Y direction; \( R_X, R_Y \): pair of resonant scanners; BS: mirror with thru-hole beam splitter; EF: edge filter; M1,M2: concave mirrors; OL: objective lens, POLC: polarisation controller; L: launcher/collimator; M: flat folding mirror; IO1: mirror based interf optics to re-image \( S_X \) onto \( S_Y \). BPh: balanced photodetector; CCD: a full field CCD camera for the object position monitoring.

\( \sim 6.4 \) m. A pinhole is used to control the total optical power in the reference arm.

In the object arm the light is launched with a similar launcher L onto a mirror mounted on the galvo-scanner \( S_X \). The galvo-scanner \( S_X \) is re-imaged onto a second mirror mounted on the galvo-scanner \( S_Y \). This pair of scanners is used to either steer the Doppler beam across the object plane, or to create the line and frame scans when performing OCT imaging. The OCT beam is then combined with a tracking beam using an edge filter EF (Andover Corporation, 100FL07-50S) and re-imaged onto an objective lens OL (Melles Griot, \( f = 22.5 \) mm), through the tracker optics (tracker optical layout will be described further in the text). The light backscattered from the object is returned back through the object arm and re-injected into the fibre array.
to interfere with the reference light. The signal is photodetected using a 125 kHz balanced photodetector (*Nirvana model 2007*). The signal can either be recorded using a PC or sent through the amplifier to the loudspeakers to provide instantaneous audio feedback to the user.

A superluminescent diode with a centre wavelength at 915 nm is used as a light source for the tracker. The light is launched onto the closely positioned resonant scanners $R_x$ and $R_y$. The resonant scanners are dithered in synchronism, at 16kHz, with a phase difference of 90 degrees, to create a toroidal shaped beam. The tracking beam is combined with an OCT beam using an edge filter $EF$ and launched onto the tracking galvoscanner $T_y$ mirror $M_y$ (mirrors $M_x$ and $M_y$ are not shown in the diagram). The mirror $M_y$ is then re-imaged onto the mirror $M_x$ fixed to the scanner $T_x$, and the lens $OL$ using the large concave $f = 152$ mm spherical mirrors (*Edmund optics, 32-837*). The construction and the principles of operation of the tracker was already described in other papers [40, 47].

For a swept source based OCT imaging, the source is replaced with an *Axsun* 1060 nm swept source SS and as photodetector, a 200 MHz *Thorlabs PDB460C* balanced photodetector is used for the detection.

### 8.3 System characterisation using a vibrating phantom

To test the impact of tracking on the Doppler signal frequency, we assembled a vibrating phantom, made from a two-dimensional vibrator, using a magnetic coil based laser pickup mechanism from a CD drive. A paper target with features that the tracker can easily lock onto (bright circles on the dark background), was attached to the vibrator, as depicted in Fig.(8.2). The vibrator can be used to independently vary the position...
of the reflecting target in both, lateral and axial, direction by applying voltage on two sets of coils. The vibrator with the paper target was then mounted in the object plane in such a way as to ensure that the flat paper sits almost perpendicularly to the optical axis of the system.

The two sets of the coils in the vibrator were then connected to two Stanford research systems DS335 function generators for independent control of the object position in axial and lateral directions.

In Fig.(8.3) we present the recorded signal for different experimental conditions. In cases c and d the object was vibrated laterally at 5Hz sinusoidal frequency, to simulate the axial movement of the target, generating the useful Doppler signal to be measured. A lateral oscillation was applied, representing the disturbance due to random lateral movement, whose effect is aimed to be attenuated by tracking. This was simulated by applying a sinusoidal signal at 5 Hz, that was either turned on (c and d) or off (a and b). The representative 10 second recordings of the photodetected signal were performed by connecting the output from the balanced photodetector to a PC microphone input.
8.3. *System characterisation using a vibrating phantom*  

Figure 8.3: Oscilloscope trace of the Doppler signal acquired from a phantom under four different conditions. In all cases, the paper target was sinusoidally oscillated at 1 Hz in the lateral plane. The target was vibrated sinusoidally axially at 5 Hz in c and d and no axial vibration was applied in a and b. Tracking was ON in a and c and OFF in b and d.

The signal was sampled at 44.1 kHz, 16 bits per sample and recorded using a lossless waveform file format (wav).

As expected, the main improvement in the signal quality comes from the fact that the tracking ensures enhanced continuity in the periodicity of the photodetected signal. From Fig. (8.3), it is clear that the tracking enables continuous monitoring of the
8.3. *System characterisation using a vibrating phantom*

![Graph showing frequency analysis of photodetected Doppler signal with and without tracking.](image)

**Figure 8.4:** Frequency analysis of a typical frequency content of photodetected Doppler signal with and without tracking. In both cases the paper target was oscillating in a lateral plane at 1 Hz frequency. No axial vibration was applied.

Doppler shift originating from a single point in the object and record a continuous signal from a chosen point. In cases presented in Fig.(8.3a) and Fig.(8.3c), the tracking is turned on. This results in continuous recording of a Doppler signal as opposed to the cases presented in Fig.(8.3b) and Fig.(8.3d) where the signal is interrupted due to the object shifting laterally away from the coherence gated Doppler beam sensitivity range.

In the cases presented in Fig.(8.3c) and Fig.(8.3d), the paper target was vibrated laterally. Here, again once the tracker locked onto a suitable feature, a regular Doppler signal was recorded as Fig.(8.3c) shows. Once the tracker was deactivated, due to object movement some vibration cycles were not recorded due to the signal interruptions caused by the object movement.

Additionally, we have examined the frequency contents of a photodetected signal in
8.4 Tracked monitoring of the Drosophila larva

Figure 8.5: En face OCT slice of a Drosophila larva. The en face slice was extracted from a 3D volume acquired with the SS-OCT imaging system. The heart of the larva is located at the posterior part of the body.

cases, where object was oscillating in the lateral plane. A typical frequency spectrum is presented in Fig.(8.4). The spectrum was obtained by calculating a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a short sample from a recorded signal (512 data points corresponding to 11.6 milliseconds). After comparing the frequency spectrum of the signal obtained either with or without tracking, it is visible that the tracking dampens the peak that is otherwise well defined in the non-tracked Doppler recording. Furthermore we notice that the tracking significantly reduces the stray signal affecting the Doppler signal monitoring beam scanning across the paper object surface. With active tracking, the only remaining noise is due to the OPD changes induced by the tracked object beam movement across the objective lens and tracker optics.

8.4 Tracked monitoring of the Drosophila larva

For the experiments the larva was extracted from the feeding container and gently positioned on the glass plate with a thin layer of food applied to cover a small patch on a plate. The plate was then positioned in front of objective lens ensuring that the
8.4. Tracked monitoring of the *Drosophila* larva

Figure 8.6: Images of the *Drosophila* larva illuminated by the tracking beam, collected using the camera C. As the larva moves around the glass slide it remains illuminated by the tracking beam locked onto a feature just above its heart.

patch of food with the larva sit in the centre of the field of view of the objective OL. Then the larva was left to relax about a minute before any measurements were taken to ensure that it positions itself with the mouth down to reach the food and the dorsal side up. Once the tracker is reliably locked onto a suitable feature, the Doppler beam position is fine-tuned by applying offsets to the X and Y beam steering mirrors and the coherence gate is adjusted by changing the length of the reference arm.

To allow continuous monitoring of the cardiac dynamics it is important to ensure that the tracker is locked on a feature just above the heart chamber. In this way, even as the larva rotates on the image plane due to its movement, as illustrated in Fig.(8.6), the Doppler beam remains positioned on the heart and provides uninterrupted measurement.

The current technology allows lateral tracking only. Therefore if the larva moves the monitored part of its body axially, the heart chamber moves away from the available sensitivity range and the signal is interrupted. Additionally, such movements may result in loosening the lock on the tracked feature. We have found that the larva tends not to perform such movements when the thin layer of food is provided on the microscope slide. We have observed that it prefers to remain on the patch of food provided, therefore a layer of food as well reduces the likelihood of larva crawling away, out of the instrument field of view.
8.4. Tracked monitoring of the Drosophila larva

Figure 8.7: Signal from the Doppler OCT based larval heart rate monitor. (A) Typical recording of the photodetected signal using the BBS and the low frequency photodetector, displaying rapid oscillations due to the Doppler signal from the Drosophila larva heart. (B) Long sonogram of the Doppler recording obtained by performing FFT on several 1024 points sliding windows with 256 points offset. Signal was apodized using a Hanning window.

To facilitate the locking on fine features, we have reduced the size of the tracking beam circle to a diameter of $\sim 0.5$ mm, by reducing the amplitude of signals applied to the two resonant scanners, $R_X$, $R_Y$. Additionally, we have adjusted the gain settings of the tracker software to ensure that the tracker locks onto the dark features in the bright background, as this proved to provide more reliable lock.

We have recorded the Doppler signal from the larva heart using the same procedure that was used to record the signal from the phantom as described in Section 3. Figure (8.7a) represents a typical 1.8 second excerpt from the continuous 10 minute recording. We have visualised the frequency content of the signal using a sonogram depicted in Fig.(8.7b). The sonogram was constructed by calculating a FFT of the recorded signal, using several 1024 points long sliding windows with Hanning apodization. An
offset of 256 points was used between each successive window measurement.

The long term recording provides an almost uninterrupted recording of the cardiac dynamics of the *Drosophila* larvae. There are some occasional short spikes caused by what authors believe are a minor axial movements of the larva body or minor changes in the tracker lock-in position on the larval body. Nevertheless, the heartbeat can be monitored and analysed throughout the whole length of the recording.

The most common factors that can cause the loss of the lock-in and interrupt the recording is (1) larva leaving the field of view of the system and (2) large movements due to larva lifting and tilting its posterior body part by more than several degrees.

### 8.5 Discussion and conclusions

The signal obtained from the Doppler OCT system can be used for both qualitative and quantitative real time observations of the cardiac dynamics. The sonogram of a signal can be measured in real time, therefore it allows to observe the response of the larva to changing conditions.

The functionality of the set-up can be extended by combining it with the frequency multiplexer described in the first part of this thesis. In this way, simultaneous measurements of several axial points can be observed in real time and recorded.

One of the remaining challenges is the loss of signal due to the larva shifting axially, away from the coherence gated sensitivity range. This can be alleviated by applying similar strategy as in [24] and including an active axial tracking module to observe the axial position of the object and adjust the length of the reference arm proportionally to maintain the continuous signal.
Future work includes adding the simultaneous SS-OCT imaging functionality to simultaneously provide B-scans and enable M-mode recording of the larval heart in addition to Doppler monitoring. This could be achieved by combining the existing Doppler imaging set-up with an OCT system operating at a different wavelength, such as 1550. Such a set-up could be implemented by combining the Doppler and imaging channels using a dichroic filter at the back-end of the tracker.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Thesis achievements

In this thesis we have presented several methods and devices that facilitate the collection of multiple OCT parameters or improve the reliability of OCT data. A first set of experimental set-ups presented here was based on a novel method for multiplexing in the OCT. The multiplexing approach presented relies on dividing the light in the reference arm into several frequency encoded spatially separated beams and recombining them again so that they could be injected into a single mode fibre. The recombined beams are encoded on different carrier frequencies. The reference light is interfered with the object light and several parallel imaging channels are separated on different radio frequency bands in the spectrum of the photodetected signal, just like television channels. Our method allows inducing optical delays and modifying the polarisation state for each reference channel independently. All channels can be recorded simultaneously. We have explored the capabilities of the multiplexing method by using it in conjunction with three OCT modalities: time domain OCT, polarisation sensitive OCT
and swept source OCT.

The time domain OCT set-up employed the multiplexer to deliver up to eight parallel imaging channels for simultaneous *en face* imaging at different depths. Using the system we have imaged a woodlouse, *Armadillidium vulgare*, at five different depths. Furthermore, we have exploited the capability provided by the method, which allows adjusting the intensity of individual reference channels to equalise the brightness of all five channels. We have increased the reference light intensity for the channels that deliver data from deeper object layers to partially compensate for attenuation due to scattering in the object arm, and we have reduced the reference power for channels that are imaging superficial layers where too strong signal would otherwise lead to saturation of the photo detector.

The polarisation sensitive time domain OCT setup employed the multiplexer to deliver polarisation insensitive images as well as images visualising the birefringence of an object. In the reference arm we have employed the multiplexer to produce two orthogonally polarised beams. After interfering with the object arm, the signal was photodetected, and two polarisation sensitive signals were recorded from the photodetected spectrum. The multiplexer ensured that the signal in both polarisation sensitive channels is acquired at the same time from the same location in the object. This is important for accurate birefringence and polarisation insensitive images, as simultaneous acquisition reduces the effect of object movements. The set-up was employed to reveal the loss of birefringence in a thermally damaged muscle tissue. We believe that the future work will allow more than two channels in the multiplexer to obtain additional polarisation information so that Jones matrix or even Muller matrix could be reconstructed.

In chapter 3 we have provided designs for the systems that could provide simultaneous time domain polarisation sensitive imaging from several depths.
Finally, we have integrated the multiplexer into a swept source based OCT set-up to extend the sensitivity range. We have demonstrated, that by optically delaying different channels in the reference arm, the delay values can be adjusted so that the sensitivity of each subsequent channel picks up exactly at the point where the sensitivity of previous channel begins to drop. In this way, the overall sensitivity range can be extended several times. We applied this feature to extend the sensitivity range in B-scan imaging by combining two simultaneous B-scans from a mouse head sample.

Another direction of research focused on improving the accuracy of OCT data acquired from moving targets. Several tracking modalities have been recently developed to compensate for the distortion of images from the eye fundus due to the eye movement. A tracking solution for the eye was made functional and tested on the eye as well as in microscopy. We have demonstrated a closed loop tracking based set up that uses low coherence interferometry to monitor the cardiac dynamics of a *Drosophila melanogaster* embryo. We have employed a low coherence interferometer based Doppler monitoring set-up in conjunction with a closed loop optical tracker to ensure a continuous monitoring of a single spot in the heart of an embryo. We have shown that once the tracker was locked onto an area above the heart, the Doppler monitoring beam could be independently positioned to record the data from a point of interest. As the larva crawled around the set up field of view, the closed loop tracking system secured a stationary beam in respect to the larva, compensating for its lateral movements. This is the first time such a solution developed for the eye tracking is applied to a microscopy problem to serve biosciences interests. As the monitoring beam is almost stationary on the same part of the moving larvae, the system could continuously deliver data over extended periods of time.
9.2 Future work

As a general overview, this thesis proposed two novel approaches to extend the capabilities of OCT in imaging as well as of low coherence interferometry applied to sensing. The improvements of functionality were achieved either via simultaneous data collection in several channels or via assistive closed loop tracking systems to reduce the distorting effects of object movement. Several possible avenues for future research or applications have been commented in each chapter. There is however room for further experimental as well as theoretical avenues. Here we will briefly reiterate some of the proposed ideas.

9.2.1 Multiplexing based OCT

For the polarisation sensitive applications, the multiplexer could potentially benefit from the use of non-birefringent materials in the Bragg cells. That would allow increasing the number of channels to allow the measurement of Jones and even Mueller matrices using several simultaneous polarisation sensitive channels in the reference arm.

Another imaging modality which could potentially benefit from employing our proposed multiplexing method is structured interference OCT. This method was so far presented in a few peer reviewed communications only. If such method can be confirmed to benefit OCT, then the frequency multiplexing methods presented in this thesis could be employed to perform structural imaging. The Bragg cell multiplexer presented in this thesis allows independent modulation of optical power in each channel in the reference arm of the OCT setup. Therefore, images with multiple phase shifted illumination patterns can be acquired during the time it takes to scan a single frame.
9.2. Future work

This could lead to increased quality data needed for reconstructing the high resolution images when motile targets are being imaged.

9.2.2 Closed-loop tracking for accurate data acquisition in low coherence interferometry based imaging and monitoring

The closed loop tracking based imaging setup presented in chapter 8 can be enhanced by the addition of an axial closed-loop tracking modality. This addition would enhance the reliability of drosophila monitoring and imaging. Additionally, axial tracking could benefit other possible applications in microscopy such as imaging single blood cells \textit{in vivo} or for observing the embryos of animals or small animals that are naturally suspended in liquid, such as zebrafish.

Alternatively, the functionality of the closed loop tracking based set-up, presented in this thesis could be extended by including a simultaneous swept source based imaging channel. That would allow acquisition of M-mode recordings in addition to Doppler monitoring.
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Appendix A

Supplementary list of technical documents about selected instruments used in the work presented in this thesis

Acousto-optic deflectors *Gooch and Housego 46080-1-.85-LTD*.

Digital frequency synthesiser *Gooch and Housego MSD040-150-0.8ADS2-A5H-8X1*.

Spectrum analyser *HP 8590A*.

Balanced photodetector receiver *New Focus 1807*.

Universal motion controller *Newport ESP300*.

Actuator *Newport LTA-HS*.

Balanced photodetector *Nirvana model 2007*. 
DAQ card *NI PCI-5124*.

DAQ card *NI PCI-6110*.

Connector block *NI SCB-68*.

*PSI* customized retinal tracker.

Function generator *Stanford research systems DS335*.

Function generator *Stanford Research DS345*.

Low noise preamplifier *Stanford Research SR560*.

Broadband SLD light source *Superlum S840-B-I-20*.

Swept source *Superlum Broad-sweeper 840*.

Super luminescent diode *Superlum SLD-531*.

Frequency generator *Thurlby Thandar Instruments TG210*.
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